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Abstract 
The present report deals with the measurement of fall-out radioactivi-
ty in Denmark in 1970. Sr-90 was determined in samples from all over the 
country of precipitation, soil, ground water, surface water, sea water, 
grass, dried milk, fresh milk, grain, bread, potatoes, vegetables, fruit, 
total diet, drinking water, and human bone. Furthermore Sr-90 was de-
termined in local samples of air, rain water, grass, sea plants, fish, and 
meat. Cs-137 was determined in soil, milk, grain produces, potatoes, 
vegetables, fruit, total diet, and meat, and Cs-137 was measured by whole-
body counting ia persons from a control group at RisS. Estimates of the 
mean contents of radiostrontium and radiocaesium in the human diet in Den-
mark in 1970 are given. The Y-background was measured regularly at lo-
cations around RisS, at ten of the State experimental farms and in an area 
in Zealand, one in Jutland where future nuclear power plants might be lo-
cated and along the shores of the Great Belt. Finally the report includes, 
as previously, regular surveys of environmental samples from the Risø 
area. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND UNITS 
F P 
pCi 
nCi 
roCi 
MPC 
c/min 
d/min 
c /h 
»R 
S.U. 
O.R. 
M.U. 
V 
m 
f 
n S r 
eqv. |ig 
eqv. mg KCl 
S.D. 
S .E, 
U. C. L. 
L. C. L. 
a 
S .S .D. 
f 
Fiss ion products 
picocurie, 1 0 ' Ci, paCi 
nanocurie, 10" Ci. msCi 
mfflicurie, 10 Ci 
maximum permissible concentration 
counts per minute 
disintegrations per minute 
counts per hour 
micro-roentgen, 10" roentgen 
pCi Sr-90 /g Ca. 
observed ratio 
p C i C s - 1 3 7 / g K . 
vertebrae 
male 
female 
natural (stable) Sr 
equivalents g uranium: activity 
equivalents mg KCl: activity as : 
/ E < X - X . ) 2 
standard deviation: y / - i t 
standard error: U • • • 
upper control level 
lower control level 
Samples: 
H: sea water 
J : soil 
L: air 
B: bed soil 
Å: eel 
PG: grass 
PH: sea plants 
D: drain water 
S: waste water 
R: precipitation 
H: milk 
as from 1 »g U(~90 d/h) 
from 1 
one standard deviation due to counting 
sum of squares of deviation: £(x 
degrees of freedom 
•*i>* 
mg KCl ( -0 .88 d/min) 
p 
the variance 
the ratio between the variance in question and the 
residual variance 
probability fractUe ofJhe distribution in question 
coefficient of variation 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 . 
The present report i s the fourteenth of a series of periodical reports 
(cf. ref. 1) dealing with measurements of radioactivity in Denmark. 
The programme i s nearly unchanged as compared with 1969. Soil 
samples were collected down to a depth of 30 cm (earlier 20 cm). Samples 
of fresh water were collected from Danish streams. No samples of human 
milk were collected in 1970. 
1.2. 
2 4> The methods of radiochemical analysis ' and the statistical treatment 
of the results ' are sti l l based on the principles established in previous re -
ports '. 
1.3. 
The report does not include detailed tables of the total p measurements 
from the environmental control of the RisG site. These tables are available 
in the form of microcards at the library of the Danish Atomic Energy Com-
mission at Riso. 
1.4. 
The report contains no information as regards sample collection and 
analysis except in the cases where these procedures have been altered. 
1 .5 . 
In 1970 the personnel of the Environmental Control Section of the Health 
Physics Department consisted of one chemist, ten laboratory technicians, 
two men for sample collection, and two women for washing-up. As In the 
previous years. Important assistance was obtained from the Section for 
Electronics Development, not only in the maintenance of the counting equip-
ment, but also in the interpretation of the Y-spectra. The computer pro-
grammes (cf. 2) nsed in the calculations of Sr-90 as well as in the Y-analysis 
were developed by the Section for Electronics Development. 
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1.6. 
The composition of the Danish average diet used in this report is iden-
tical with that proposed in 1962 by the nutritional consultant to the Atomic 
Energy Commission, Professor E. Hoff-Jørgensen, Ph. D, 
2. ORGANIZATION AND FACILITIES1'6'8> 
Our whole-body counter (cf. RisB Report No. 85 ') has been equipped 
with an 8 x 4 inch NaJ crystal instead of the old 3 x 3 inch crystal. This has 
improved the counting efficiency and made it possible still to measure in 
humans the Cs-137 levels from fall-out. The old 256-channel TMC analyser 
used in the whole-body countings and in the Cs-t 37 determinations on milk 
and diet samples has been replaced by a 1024-channel Nuclear Data analyser. 
This analyser is operated as four 256-channel analysers each connected 
to a NaJ crystal, one of these being the whole-body counter. The read-out 
unit is a tape puncher and the tape is transferred to the memory of a 1024-
channel HP analyser connected to a B9100 HP-calculator. This calculator 
has been programmed for the calculation of Y-spectra. 
The NaJ-spectra are evaluated by a modified version of a method given 
by P. Quittner '. The photo-peak area is calculated as the sum of a certain 
number of channels around the peak minus a background, which is obtained 
from a polynomial fit to the slope and average value of a number of channels 
on both sides of the peak. Our modification of the method consists in a 
neglection of the slope on the lower side of the peak, which we find gives a 
better fit to the background for weak samples. 
The same method applies to Ge-Li spectra for determination of Cs and 
K. Other calculator programmes are written for determination of up to 10 
stronger peaks in a spectrum by subtracting a simple average of the back-
ground on each side of the peaks. 
The HP-calculator has further beer, programmed for the calculation of 
Sr-90 and Sr-89 from radiochemical analyses. From the countings of Y-90 
the programme extrapolates the activity to the time of separation of Y from 
Sr. From the deviation from an exponential decay and from the total counts 
of the Y-sample, the relative standard deviation of the counting is calculated. 
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3. RISO ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING IN 197Q 
3.1. Gross p activity 
3.1.1. Sea Water 
Fig. 3.1.1.1 shows the sample locations in Roskilde Fjord. Fig. 3.1.1.2 
shows the control chart for H I. The yearly mean for H I in 1970 was 54 
eqv. mg KCl/2.5 g (in 1969: 53), for H in-VI: 56 eqv. mg KCl/2.5 g (in 
1969: 52) and for H VH-X: 55 eqv. mg KCl/2.5 g (in 1969: 53). Fig. 3.1.1.3 
shows the mean levels of radioactivity in sea salt since 1957. 
rig. 3.1.1.1. 
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3.1.2. Soil 
Figs. 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2 (the coloured map) show the sample loca-
tions for land samples in the environment of RisO. 
The yearly mean for J I in 1970 was 129 eqv. mg KCl/3- 0 g soil (in 
1969: 129). for J 11-111:130 eqv. mg KCl/3.0 g (in 1969: 127) and for JIV-V: 
129 eqv. mg KCl/3.0 g (in 1969: 127). Fig. 3.1.2.3 shows the mean levels 
of radioactivity in soil since 1957. 
3.1.3. Air 
Fig. 3.1.3.1 shows the diagram for FP activity in air samples in 1970. 
Q 
The mean value for the year was 0.14 eqv. mg KCl/m as compared with 
0.27 eqv. mg KCl/m in 1969. 
Fig. 3.1.3.2 shows the mean FP levels in air since 1957. 
eqv.mg KCL/m3 
J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S 0 N D 
Flf. 1.1. S. 1. Control chart for LF, 1170 
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Fig. 3.1.3.2. Mean radioactivity in air. 1957-70 
3.1.4. Bed Soil from the Fiord 
The mean activity in bed soil B I was 157 eqv. mg KCl/3.0 g ash in 
1970 as compared with 136 eqv. mg KCl/3.0 g in 1969. Fig. 3.1.4.1 shows 
the mean levels for B I since 1 957. 
tqimgld/s U l M 
ø at s mm * •» «i m m ét m a t» 
• J 
FiJ. 1.1.4.1. MaanradioacttTitylnbaiaoil, IM7-70 
3,1.5. Fish 
No fish samples from Roskilde Fjord were measured in 1970, 
14 
3.1.6. Grass 
The mean values were in i 970 for PG I: 25 eqv. mg KC1/0.1 g grass 
ash (in 1969: 23), for PG U-IH: 25 eqv. mg KC1/0.1 g (in 1969: 22) and for 
PG IV-V: 24 eqv. mg KC1/0.1 g (in 1969: 21). Fig. 3.1.6.1 shows the 
mean activities in grass ash since 1957. 
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Fig . 3 . 1 . 6 . 1 . M m FP-radloacUviflr In g r a s s ash, 1957-70 
3.1.7. Sea Plants 
The FP level in 1970 in Fucus vesicolosus (PHI) was 7 eqv. mg 
KC1/0.1 g ash (only 1 sample) (1.0 in 1969). 
3.1.8. Fresh Water 
Fig. 3.1.8.1 contains the control charts for S (cf. fig. 3.1.2.2). The 
yearly means for D I, O II, D IV, and S in 1970 were 42 eqv. mg KC1/1 
(1969: 61), 28 eqv. mg KCtyl (1969: 25), 49 eqv. mg KCl/l (1 969: 33), and 
609 eqv. mg KCl/l (1 969: 56) respectively. The high average value was due 
to a single sample in December. The high level found in this sample col-
lected on December 30, 1970, was presumably due to a shortlived ( t , / 2 < 14 d\ 
particulate activity in the counting sample in question. The S-35 content of 
the sample was 10% of the total activity. If we omit this value the annual 
mean value is 157 eqv. mg KCl/l. Fig. 3.1.8.2 shows the activity in drain-
age water (D) and sewage water (S). The surplus activity in sewege water 
was, as in 1969, due to minor amounts of S-35 released from the Waste 
Treatment Station (cf. fig. 3.1.8.1). 
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3 . 1 . 9 . Rain Water 
Figs . 3 . 1 . 9.1 and 3 . 1 . 9 . 2 show the specific F P level in and the total 
fall-out from rain water collected daily at Ris6 in 1970. The total fall-out 
6 2 
in 1970 was measured at 0.042 - 10 eqv. mg KCl/m , and the annual mean 
concentration in rain water at Biso was 83 eqv. mg KC1/L In 1969 the cor-
g 
responding figures were 0.053 • 10 and 134 respectively. 
Fig. 3 . 1 . 9 . 3 shows the specific activity in rain water since 1957. 
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Fig. 3.1.9.1. Concentration of p-activity in 1970 
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Fig. 3.1.9.2. Total fell-out from precipitation In 1S70 
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Fig. 3 .1 .9 .3 . Specific activity In precipitation, 19S7-T0 
3.2. Radiochemical P-Analysis 
3.2.1. Air 
In recent years ' we have in the daily airfilters (paper) observed a 
systematic lower activity than in the monthly samples (glass-fibre filters). 
We have not earlier seen this difference, and we think it is due to a reduced 
filter efficiency of the paperfilters used in recent years. Since April we 
have alternated in our daily airsampler between glass-fibre filters and 
paperfilters (every other day we used a glass-fibre filter instead of a paper-
filter). Table 3.2.1 shows the results. The mean ratio between the daily 
glass-fibre filters and paperfilters was 1.3 - 0.2 (1 SE). Hence we believe 
that the efficiency of the paperfilters may be somewhat less than 100% (glass-
fibre filters have an efficiency of nearly 100%). However, the difference 
between the two filters is not statistically significant, and as was the case 
last year, we will report the mean air activity level for 1970 as the mean 
of the monthly glass-fibre filter collection and the dally paperfilter sampling: 
2.1 - 0.2 pCi Sr-80/103m3 i. e. 50% higher than the 196» level. The mean 
peak activity of the two coUectioas in I {Ito was measured la lune to be 6.2 
pCl 8r-9o/i 0 8 « 8 . - »r-M -frem the ChittS* tea** «M detectable in mest 
months of the year. 
Fig. 3.2.1.1 shows Ike Sr-90 levels In air since 1957. 
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Sr-90 and Sr-89 in a i r collected at Rie* i n 191V 
Month 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dee. 
1970 
pClSr-90/l05m5 
Daily air Oltera 
Glasa fibre 
-
-
-
1.7 
4.6 
5.4 
S.7 
3.4 
2.0 
0.9 
1.0 
1.5 
Paper 
0.7 
e.c 
0.5 
1.2 
3.4 
5.9 
2.9 
3.0 
1.0 
1.9 
1.0 
0.6 
1.9 
Monthly air filter« 
(flaaa-fibr* filter*) 
0.7 
0.7 
1.3 
1.4 
4.5 
S.S 
3.1 
3.9 
2.2 
1.6 
1.1 
0.0 
2-3 . 
Sr-M/Sr-90 
mean ratio 
-
1.6 
0.7 
-
3.3 
2.0 
2.1 
1.0 
0.5 
0.5 
2.5 
1.4 
Pci sr-syioV 
123(121« DM Bft 
H I H I M M 1919 WW 
'*!*. ».3.1.1. gr-p*iaalr, lftT-TO 
19 
Table 3. 2,2 
Sr-90 fa grass from Zealand, 1970 
Jan. . )for. 
Apr. - June 
July - Sep. 
Oct. -Dee . 
lwo 
pCi Sr-90/g ash 
2.11 
1.2* 
*.86 
*.« 
3.16 
pCi Sr- 90/g Ca 
-7 
2$ 
67 
62 
50 
The error term is the S.B. of doable determiaetiaM 
M^ i pC-Sr-90/gosh 
23* 123« 1 2 « 123. 123* 123« 1 234 123* 
B59 W M M aK3 »6« »65 »66 W7 B68 1969 »70 
Fig. I . I .J . 1. Sr-90 in fraea ash, 19J7-70 
3.1.2. Qra»« 
Tb«m«mSv-W a«tt«M3r wn»3.2 pCiSr-90/«;»*3i or 503.D. M compared 
with 3.1 pCi/« Mb or 54 S.O. In 198«. i. e. the 197Q !<>v»d w u Mpi*! to AM 
1989 tevfd. I)*,: l . l . J , l » > w r i ^•Jii-Jft^rfjnJ« p W fine* 1957. 
20 
35 
30-
25: 
20 
15-
10-
5 l 
pCi Sr-90/g Ca 
D Zostera marina 
D Fucus vesicolosus 
1959 1960 1961 1962 »63 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
Flj . 3.2.3. Sr->0 In M* plant., 1951-70 
3.2.3. Sea Plante 
Only one »ample we* obtaiiwd la fSTP. From location I a »ample of 
Fncna veaicoloani waa collect*! on April 30. it contained 1.0 pCi Sr-90/g 
aab and 13.6 pCi Sr-90/g Ca. 
Fif. 3.2.3 »bow« the S. U. level* in »ea plant* eince 1959. 
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3.2.4. RainWater 
Table 3.2.4.1 shows the radiostrontium level in rain water collected at 
BisB in 1970. The total Sr-90 foil-out in 1970 was 0.86 mCi Sr-90/km 
(519 mm precipitation), and the mean concentration in the rain water was 
1. 7 pCi Sr-90/1, In 1969 we measured 0.82 mCi Sr-90/km (429 mm pre-
cipitation and 1.9 pCi Sr-90/1, i. e. the 1970 levels were nearly equal to 
those of 1969. 
Fig. 3.2.4.1 shows the Sr-90 levels in rain water since 1 959. 
At five sampling locations (1 -5) in zone I (cf. fig. 3.1.2.1) ion-exchange 
columns collected monthly samples of precipitation along with the bottle col-
lectors. The columns have been described earlier (Riso Report No. 41 ') 
and are similar to those used in the l). S. A. by HASL '. The purpose of this 
collection is to compare the efficiency of the ion-exchange columns with that 
of rain bottles as collectors of fall-out. Table 3.2.4.2 shows the results. 
Table 3.2.4.3 shows Sr-90 determined in monthly samples of rain water 2 
collected daily in the 1 m rain collector (R) (cf. fig. 3.1.2.1) at Rise. The 
501 pCi Sr-90/1 
40-
30 
20 
iih.nil I i l i i i l«ii it^il i i i i i l«ii l i i 234'1234'12S4'1 234'1 2341 234'1 234 1 234'1 234'12J 41 2341 234 
fl5B19601WIV62«63W641M6WM »67 19« 1960 1970 
Tit. ».»•«. 1. Sr-M in pnclr't-U 
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Sr-90 in monthly lamples of rain water collected in rain bottles 
at RisS in 1 970 (sampling area 0. 236 m ) 
Month 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
1970 
m m 
15 
6 
52 
63 
26 
22 
58 
*5 
51 
70 
69 
42 
519 
pCi Sr-90/1 
1.00 
1.38 
0.99 
1.22 
5.27 
5.05 
3.28 
2.07 
1.36 
0.72 
0 .W 
p.57 
1.66 
mCi Sr-90/km 
0.015 
0.008 
0.052 
0.076 
0.137 
0.113 
0.190 
0.093 
0.069 
0.050 
0.033 
0.02* 
0.860 
2 mm 
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Table 3.2.4.2 
Sr-90 in monthly samples of rain water collected in ion-exchange 
column collectors at RiaO in I970 (Sampling area 0.325 m ) 
Month 
Jan. 
F e b . 
Mar. 
A p r . 
May 
June 
J u l y 
Ao« . 
Sep . 
Oc t . 
Nov. 
D e c . 
1970 
nun 
11 
5 
39 
5« 
20 
10 
57 
*5 
*9 
9« 
7» 
* 
W8 
pCi S r - 9 0 / 1 
0 .8* 
1.17 
0.62 
1.01 
3.26 
9.33 
2.22 
1.83 
0.97 
1.00 
0 . 3 * 
0 .W 
1.33 
m C l S r - 9 0 / k m 2 
0.010 
O.CD* 
0.02* 
0.059 
0.065 
0.093 
0.127 
0.083 
0.0*8 
0.076 
0.028 
0.017 
0 .63* 
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Table 3.2.4. 3 
Sr-90 in monthly samples of rein vater collected daily 
la a t m2 collector at Riso in 1970 
Month 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
1970 
mm 
8 
7 
49 
57 
20 
21 
59 
44 
48 
62 
«9 
29 
I 493 
pCi or-90/1 
2.4J 
0.85 
1.1« 
1.30 
3.52 
3.*> 
2.55 
1.81 
1.27 
0.56 
0.51 
0.53 
»i 1.38 
mCi Sr-90/km2 
0.018 
0.006 
0.056 
0.074 
0.069 
0.072 
0.150 
0.079 
0.062 
0.035 
0.045 
0.015 
I 0.68 
Table 3.2.4.4 
Analysis of variance of mm precipitation at Rls5 in 1970 
(from tablea 9.2.4.I -9 .9 .4 .9 ) 
Variation 
Betw. samplers 
Betw. months 
Remainder 
SSD 
71.9« 
17830 
5» 
f 
2 
11 
92 
.* 
35. »*5 
1623 
27.05 
v2 
1.33 
60 
P 
-
»9.95«: 
<l - 0 . U 
25 
Table 3.2.4. S 
Analysis of variance of In pCt Sr-M/1 precipitation collected at Ri>5 
in 1970 (from tablos 3.2.4.1 -3 .8 .4 .3 ) 
Variation 
Betw. samplers 
Betw, months 
Remainder 
1 = 0.J0 
SSD 
0.1381 
19.3591 
1.9105 
I 
2 
11 
22 
s* 
0.0691 
1.7599 
0.0868 
v* 
0.8O 
20.28 
P 
-
>99.95* 
Table 3.2.4.6 
Analysis of variance of In mCl Sr-90/km from precipitation at Riao 
in 1970 (from tables 3.2.4.1 - 3.2.4.3) 
Variation 
Betw. samplers 
Betw. months 
Remainder 
SSD 
0.6797 
28.807t 
f 
2 
11 
1.3682 1 22 
s 2 
0.3399 
2.6189 
0.0622 
v2 
5 . « 
42.10 
-
P 
>97.5* 
>99.95* 
-
il - 0.25 
monthly samples were subjected to ion exchange in the laboratory on a 
column similar to those used in the field sampling described above, and 
analysed for Sr-90. 
Precipitation was further collected at eight stations located in the 
meteorological mast at RisB (cf. 8.1). Thus we have four sampling systems 
o for precipitation covering the KisO area: 1: the 1 m collector (table 3.2.4.3); 
2: the eight rain bottles at ground level (table 3.2.4.1); 3: the five ion ex-
change collectors (table 3.2.4.2), and 4: the eight rain bottles in the 
meteorological mast (table 8.1.1). Tables 3.2.4.4 - 3.2.4.6 show the 
analysis of variance of the three first-mentioned systems (a similar analy-
sis was carried out in the previous years). 
In 1870 we replaced our polyethylen funnels in our precipitation collec-
tors at KisS try PVC funnels with greater sampling areas than had the old 
funnels. 
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3.2.5. Milk from a farm near RisB 
Table 3. 2.5 shows the radiostrontium and caesium-t 37 contents in 
milk collected in 1970 from a farm near RisO. The mean level was 3.4 S. U. 
as compared with 5.1 S. U. in 1969. Fig. 3.2. 5 shows the Sr-90 levels in 
"RisO" milk since 1959. The caesium-137 mean level was also lower than 
in 1969 (6.8 pCi/1 against 9.1 pCi/1 in 1969). 
Table 3 .1.5 
Sr-90 and Cs-i 37 in milk from Riso* in 1970 
Months 
Jan.-Mar. 
Apr. -Jun« 
July-Sep. 
Oct.-Dae. 
1970 
pCi Sr-90/g Ca 
3 . 5 
3 . 5 
3 . 3 
3 . 4 
3 . 4 
pCiCe-137/gK 
4.64 
5.13 
3.34 
4.14 
4.31 
pCiCs-137/1 
7 . 3 
S.2 
5 . 3 
6 . 6 
6 . 8 
" The milk was collected from the milk producing farm nearest to Riso 
20- PCi Sr-9<VgCa 
IS-
10-
5-
III 
34 1 2 3 « 1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 ' 1 2 3 4 ' 1 2 3 4 ' 1 2 3 4 1 2 34 1234 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1959 I960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1966 1969 
Fig. 3.2.5. Sr-90 in milk from Riso neighbourhood 
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Table 3.3.1 
Ce-137 In glass-fibre air filters collected twice a w«k at RisO In I »TO 
pCi Ce-U7/10 !mS 
-' 
Month 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
1970 
pCt/IOSmS 
0.9*0.2 
1.1*0.1 
1.6*0.4 
2.7*0.8 
i.'M.l 
8.5*2.5 
5.>M>.1 
5.6*0.2 
4.1*0.4 
2.3*0.2 
2.5t?.5 
1.2*0.0 
3.<t 
The error term la the S. E. of the mean of the activity found 
In the first and the •econd half of the month. 
3.3. V Spectroscopy of Air Samples 
As in 1962-89, half-weekly samples of air were collected by means of 
the air sampler described in Riso Report No. 23 '. Parts of the half-weekly 
filters were bulked into half-monthly samples and measured on a 30 cm 
Ge(Li) detector '. Table 3.3.1 shows the results. The peak value was ob-
served in the second half of June (cf. also Sr-90 in air, table 3.2.1). The 
mean level in 1970 was 40% higher than the 1969 mean. 
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Fig. 4 .1 .1 . Stat* exptrlmtntal farms in Denmark, 
29 
4. RADIOSTRONTIUM AND RADIOCAESIUM IN PRECIPITATION, 
SOIL AND GROUND WATER IN DENMARK IN 1 970 
4 .1 . Sr-90 and Sr-89 in Precipitation 
Samples of rain water were collected in 1 970 from the ten State experi-
mental farms (cf. fig. 4 . 1 . 1 ) in accordance with the principles laid down ii 
RisB Report No. 63, p. 51 '. 
Table 4 .1 .1 shows the results of the Sr-90 determinations and tables 
4 .1 .2 and 4 . 1 . 3 the analysis of variance of the results. The variation with 
time was highly significant (P ) 99. 95%). The maximum specific activity 
occurred in May-June, when the mean content in precipitation was 5.73 pCi 
Sr-90/1 (cf. also the air measurements in 3. 2.1). The maximum fall-out 
rate was found in July-August, the mean fall-out rate in that period being 
0.55 mCi Sr-90/km . Tables 4 . 1 . 2 and 4 . 1 . 3 show that the variation be-
tween locations was highly significant. The specific activity for 1970 was 
3.18 pCi Sr-90/1 at Ødum, while only 1.36 pCi Sr-90/1 was measured at 
Blangstedgård. The 1 970 mean levels for ten State experimental farms 
Teble 4.1.1 
8r-90 Ml-out In Deamerk in 1S70 
od Unit 
-Feb. 
.-Apr. 
-JUM 
-Aug. 
-OM. 
-Dae. 
' 
p o / i 
m a / k m 2 
mCl/bm2 
pCl/1 
æ d / k m 2 
pCI/1 
mCI/kas2 
pCl/1 
mCl/km2 
tali 
mCi/lon' 
pCi/1 i 
n>Ci/to»2 « 
p?totaftatign B 
Tylstrup 
1.1b 
O.0T5 
1.97 
0.24 
6.72 
0.10 
5.75 
0.5« 
2.16 
O.U 
0 .M 
0.106 
2.70 
1 . « 
99* 
Studs-
gård 
1.85 
0.064 
1.05 
0.31 
5.80 
0 51 
3. SO 
O.U 
1.96 
O.SI 
O.U 
•.101 
2.20 
i . n 
»71 
«*» 
1.71 
o.ou 
1.66 
0.17 
0.41 
0.44 
5.93 
0.40 
2.11 
0 . H 
1.11 
0.10 
1.16 
I . W 
472 
AekOT 
2.21 
0.002 
9.00 
0.96 
6,61 
0.66 
4.62 
0.79 
1.66 
0.42 
0.76 
0.191 
».»2 
3.66 
119 
St. Jyn-
devad 
1.46 
0.067 
9.43 
0.S4 
1.16 
0.91 
4.44 
>.96 
1.77 
0.96 
0.16 
0.119 
2.58 
2.3« 
690 
Blnag-
stedgird 
0.94 
0.090 
1.99 
0.15 
2.91 
0.19 
2.9* 
0.29 
0.91 
0.19 
0.90 
0.076 
1.96 
0.96 
692 
Tystofte 
2.0* 
0.091 
2.11 
0.21 
4.96 
0.31 
6.46 
0.76 
1.97 
0.12 
0.65 
0.6*1 
9.0* 
1.64 
967 
Ytmm-
gird 
1.19 
0.026 
1.96 
0.10 
5.75 
0.91 
9.42 
0.46 
( .06 
0.19 
9 .6* 
9.0*1 
1.97 
1.29 
66* 
Abed 
1.01 
0.031 
1.6* 
0.19 
4.64 
0.21 
2.*4 
0.24 
1.04 
0.15 
0.61 
0 .0* 
1.66 
0.60 
97* 
Åkirke-
by 
4.1* 
0.646 
2. *7 
0.30 
12.11 
0.36 
6.65 
0.5* 
1.6* 
0.33 
1.16 
0.19* 
9.11 
1.92 
99* 
Meen 
1.9* 
0.0*9 
2.22 
0.286 
9.73 
0.361 
4.46 
0.547 
1.63 
0 26* 
*.*• 
1.122 
2.44 
1.69 
677 
Leare-
0.97 
0.018 
1.32 
0.10 
5.19 
0.25 
2.64 
0.25 
0.90 
9.11 
0.C2 
0.071 
1.72 
0.90 
496 
30 
Table 4.1.2 
Analysis of v a r i w e of 1« pCi Sr-*0/I precipitation in 1*7« 
(from takl« 4.1.1) 
Variation 
Betw. locations 
Betw. months 
Remainder 
3SD 
».6122 
25.7338 
2.2627 
f 
9 
5 
*5 
.* 
0.5125 
5-15« 
0.(9? 
»* 
10.19 
102.56 
p 
>99.95» 
599.95« 
I - 0.23 
Table 4.1.3 
Anatysis of variance of In mCi Sr-M/km* precipitation in 1970 
(from table 4.1.1) 
Varialian 
Betw. locaUone 
Betw. months 
Remainder 
SSD 
6.93*6 
3o.9»» 
2.4211 
f 
9 
5 
*5 
.' 
C 705 
7.7ofe 
0.0539 
,» 
14.32 
1*4.7621 
P 
>99-S5* 
>99.95* 
» "0.2J 
were 1.65 raCi Sr-90/km2 and 2.44 pCi Sr-90/L In Appendix A the country 
mean level (area weighted) i s estimated to be 1.9 mCi Sr-90/km for a mean 
precipitation amount of 750 mm (area weighted), i. e. 1.35 times the fall-out 
rate in 1969. 
The Sr-89/Sr-90 ratios at the ten stations are shown in table 4.1.4. By 
the end of the year fresh fall-out began to appear, probably from the Chinese 
test explosion in October 1970 (cf. also fig. 4.1.2). 
A comparison between the amounts of precipitation found in the rain 
gauges used by the Danish Meteorological Institute and the amounts collected 
in our rata bottles at the same locations showed mat in 1970 our bottles col-
lected 90 per Cent (I SE: 3%) of the amount measured in the rain gauges. The 
difference between the two systems was, as also observed in 1969, most 
pronounced during the winter months of January and February, where the 
percentage was only 50. The implications of this were discussed in Biso 
Report No. 2201'. 
T«bl«4.1.4 
Sr-88/Sr-S0 In f*U-out oollacl«! In 1170 
FM10« 
A l i - M b . 
MurJ-Apr. 
May-tam 
Mtr-Aaf. 
s*a.-oct. 
N m . - D M . 
Tylatrup 
1.1 
2 .0 
s. s 
0.3 
1.7 
1.2 
Studtgårt 
1.4 
2 .7 
3.1 
0.3 
1.2 
0.7 
Ødum 
2.1 
1.3 
2 .3 
0.3 
1.« 
1.3 
Aakov 
1.3 
3 .0 
2.1 
1.3 
2 .0 
1.3 
St. Jyn-
david 
2 .2 
3.3 
1.7 
1.0 
1.7 
0.7 
Blang-
atadglrd 
2.3 
1.7 
4 .3 
0.3 
1.2 
0.3 
Tyatotta 
1.6 
2 .0 
2.3 
0 
1.7 
1.4 
V i rum-
f i r d 
1.4 
0.7 
2.1 
0.7 
1.3 
1.2 
Ab ad 
2 .0 
2.4 
1.1 
1.3 
0.3 
2,4 
A l d r l n . 
by 
2 .3 
0.4 
4 .7 
0 
1.8 
1.5 
Ladraborg 
1.2 
3.1 
0.8 
0.7 
2.1 
0.» 
K u > 
1.3*0. 5 
i . s t o . J 
2 .Tto.4 
0 .6*0 .2 
i . » to . i 
1.3*0.2 
Thi « m r twrala th«S.S. e f l k t a m 
l: 
32 
1000 
100 
1 
| Prtctpitdtion from IOstit««pL farms (»ISEM12J) 
K Precipitation from R I M wvironm«nill!4)andt32Ul 
0 Air sampta from ftsf f4.11 
Chine X 
\ ISert 29.1969) 
\ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ *\ 
. > \ 
China 3 
\ t Oct 14.19701 \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ 
O i 
• • . • * • ° \
 t 
° 
••' ' 1 \ \ V \ o o V 
\ \ \ 
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Fif. 4.1.2. Sr-89/Sr-90 In precipitation and air samples 1969-70 
4.2. Sr-90 andCs-137 in Soil 
As in previous years, soil was collected with a view to estimating the 
accumulated fall-out. As previously, the samples were collected in Sep-
tember from uncultivated areas all over the country (cf. fig. 4.1.1). But 
contrary to other years were the samples in 1970 collected down to a depth 
of 30 cm (instead of 20 cm). 
Table 4.2.1 shows the Sr-90 results from the ten State Experimental 
Farms. The mean value in September 1970 was 55 mCi Sr-90/km . How-
ever, this value should be recalculated to a depth of 20 cm before we com-
pare the results of the previous years, 'a a special study performed in 
1970, we found that 83% of the activity found from 0-30 cm was present 
from 0-20 cm. Thus 46 mCi Sr-90/km was present down to the old sam-
pling depth of 20 cm by September 1970. This is 92% of the level measured 
in 1969. 
s'^rv: =r"f-:ft 
> * • 
"t::"" .^---
--, \ 
^£31** 
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Table 4.2.1 
Sr-90 in toll collected at the state experimental farms in September 1970 
mCi Sr-90/km2 
pCi Sr-90/kg 
Tylstrup 
52+4 
117*11 
Studsgård 
55+8 
156*24 
Ødum 
49*2 
118*5 
Askov*** 
59+5 
146+14 
St. Jyndevad3'3'1 
74+5 
155+10 
Blangstedg&rdxx) 
5T±S 
140*14 
Tystofte 
48*1 
100*1 
Virumgård 
5fft6 
116+14 
Abed 
58+2 
233+8 
Åkirkeby 
47t2 
118+4 
Mean 
55 
140 
SD 
8 
37 
SB 
3 
12 
All determinations were doable, except ' which were triple. 
The error term is the S. E. of the mean 
mCi Sr-90/kn2 
.
 f
 • 
-+- - r -961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1963 1969 1970 
Fig. 4.2. Accumulated Sr-90 fallout in Danish soil, 196x-7Q 
0-20 cm (1 S.E. indicated) 
a 1 ' 1 7 * . 
I 970 was calculated to 54 mCi/km , i. e. nearly equal to the level found in 
table 4.2.1. 
Thus we have found indication of a movement of the Sr-90 activity in 
Ehe Boil to a greater depth than 20 cm, but hardly further down than 30 cm. 
Table 4.2. 2 shows the Sr-90 levels soil locations in Zealand, mainly 
in the neighbourhood of Biso. 
y* 
Trill« 4. ».1 
Sr-90 in aoil collactad in Zealand in Septeawer 1970 
mCi Sr-90/km2 
pCi Sr-W/kj 
1 
Nao 
4a±4 
1Slt4 
Roskilde 
Fadlad 
6) lz 
14»t» 
Cf. remarks to tablo 4.2. 1. 
Table 4 .3 . 3 
Cs-131 in Mil collected et the State experimental farms in September 1970 (0-30 e n ) 
mCiC«-137/km2 
pCiCs-137/kg 
«K/kf 
Tylstrup 
110 
249 
15.5 
Studs-
gird 
BS 
349 
0.7 
Ødum 
37 
330 
18.5 
Askov 
138 
341 
15.0 
St. Jyn-
devad 
137 
237 
8.8 
Blang-
stedglrd 
122 
SOS 
15.2 
Tystofte 
78 
163 
18.8 
Virum-
( i rd 
107 
252 
14.1 
Abed 
108 
433 
14.0 
Åkirke-
by 
98 
243 
20.8 
Mean 
108 
275 
15.7 
SD 
88 
73 
5.2 
The use of solid-state detectors (Ge(Li)) has made it possible to deter-
mine Cs-137 directly by Y-spectroscopy of soil samples. Table 4.2.3 
shows the results for the 1970 samples. The Cs-137/Sr-90 mean ratio 
(0-30 cm) was 1 .97-0.07 (1 SE); in 1969 (0-20 cm) we found 2.00 t 0.10 
(1 SJC) and in 1964 (0-20 cm) 1.75 - 0.08 (1 SE). Thus the ratio has in-
creased since 1964. The reason could be that Sr-90 is removed from the 
soil to a greater extent than is Cs-137, partly by uptake by vegetation part-
ly by wash off from the uppermost soil layers. However, the accumulated 
amount of Sr-90 in the uppermost 30 cm is in excellent agreement with the 
expected level (cf. above). Hence we need more information on Cs-137 and 
Sr-90 in soil before we can be definite about a change in the Cs-137/Sr-B0 
ratio in soil. 
4.3, Sr-90 in Ground Water 
As in previous years, ground water was collected in March from the 
nine locations selected by L. J. Andersen, M. Sc., Geological Survey of 
Denmark, in 1961. 
Pig.4.3.1 shows the sample locations and table 4.3.1 the result« of the 
Sr-90 analyses (cf. also 5.8.4). 
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Table «.3. 1 
Sr-90 in ground water collected in March 1970 
Location 
Hvidsten 
Feldbak 
M m « 
Rønne 
Hasselø 
Firetofle 
Kalundborg 
Ravnholt 
Fredericia 
Mean 
Median 
pCi Sr-90/1 
O M « 
0.51 
0.016 
0.029 
0.021 
0.0028 
0.071 
0.011 
0.005 
o.oao 
0.021 
pCi Sr-90/g Ca 
0.72 
21.1 
0.41 
1.33 
0.11 
o.oi a 
0.75 
0.121 
0.06 
-
0.41 
gCa/1 
0.065 
0.024 
0.039 
0.021 
0.191 
0.147 
0.104 
0.093 
0.078 
0.085 
0.078 
004 
003 
002 
001 
pCi Sr-90/l 
0 
O 
e 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
Fig. 4.3.2. Median levels in Danish ground water, 1961-70 
The median level of Sr-90 in 1970 was a little higher than in 1967, 1 968 
and 1969. The highest level is Btill found at Feldbak. Fig. 4.3. 2 shows 
the median levels in Danish ground water since 1961. It is evident that a 
maximum occurred in 1964-66. It is too early to decide whether the in-
crease in the median levels observed in recent years is significant. 
4.4. Sr-90 in Fresh Water from Danish Streams 
In December 1970 a number of water samples was collected from 
Danish streams. The purpose was to estimate the Sr-90 concentration in 
3? 
Fl(. 4.4. Sr-90 In Danish »treara« In Dec. 1970 pci/1 
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Tlbl« 4.4 
Sr-90 in Damen streams. December 1970 
Location 
Stream 
Satbya 
Vorsl 
Gudenå 
Godent 
Asnajsi 
Asnats i 
murf 
Mølleå 
Tryggevældet 
TryggevKldeå 
Suai 
Susi 
L « i 
Last 
country part 
Smby. N-Jutland 
Vorsi, N-Jutland 
Silkeborg, E-Jutland 
Randers, E-Jutland 
Dragsholm, NW-Zealand 
LammeQord, NW-Zeslsnd 
Batrup sø, NE-Zealand 
Skodsborg, NE-Zealand 
Karise, SE-Zealand 
Kage, SE-Zealand 
Skibby, SW-Zealand 
Natstved, SW-Zealand 
Abnindragen, Bomholm 
Boderne, Bornholm 
pCiSr-M/1 
0.18 
0.17 
0.44 
0.41 
0.43 
0.46 
1.84 
0.66 
0.16 
0.16 
0.54 
0.54 
0.71 
1.57 
CCa/1 
0.056 
0.061 
0.041 
0.048 
0.018 
0.014 
0.073 
0.080 
0.144 
0.150 
0.104 
0.114 
0.048 
0.067 
mgSr/gCa 
3.1 
3.1 
2.8 
30.0 
3.0 
3.1 
1.7 
3.2 
7.5 
3.5 
4.6 
3.5 
1.7 
2.0 
the fresh water supplied to the inner Danish waters. The samples were 
collected from stream sources and outfalls. Table 4.4 shows that it was 
not possible to find any systematic difference between source and outfall. 
The mean level in the measured samples was 0.61 pCi Sr-SO/1 (1 SE: 0.13). 
The median level was 0.45 pCi Sr-90/i. The fresh water samples thus 
generally showed lower Sr-90 levels than did precipitation (cf. 4.1) and 
probably lower than surface sea water (cf. 7). 
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Vig. S.I .I . Drtad-milk tÉctoriM la Darørk. 
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5. RADIOSTRONTIUM AND RADIOCAESIUM IN DANISH FOOD IN 1970 
5 . 1 . Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Dried Milk from the Entire Country 
As in the previous years , monthly samples of dried milk were collected 
from seven locations in Denmark (cf. fig. 5 .1 .1 ) and analysed for Sr-90 and 
Cs-137. 
Table 5.1.1 shows the results of the Sr-90 determinations and table 
Tabte 5.1-1 
pCt ft-M/g Ca in Daniali d r i . j nujk ia 1S76 
«-«, 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Har. 
Apr. 
Mmj 
J a ~ 
Joly 
*»*-
Sept 
Oct 
Hov. 
Dec. 
Mew 
lQarriag 
9.4 
0.6 
7.4 
t . 4 
0 .0 
12.5 
12. T 
12.4 
9.4 
7.6 
9.6 
».5 
9.4 
Århus 
0.7 
9.1 
9.9 
4.6 
7 .1 
7.1 
7.5 
6 .9 
5.» 
7. S 
a. a 
7.2 
7 • 
Vktebefc 
10.2 
11.9 
12.6 
S.5 
6 .5 
10.2 
0.« 
7.« 
11.1 
10.7 
11.1 
11.2 
10.2 
FiftrM hi brack«** war* calculated by VAR 5 1 2 
t . 2 ( C t , the »Men Sr-M content ia Danish raiflt 
Abenrl 
( • 1 ) 
7.2 
12.1 
9.4 
0.0 
7.1 
0 .0 
7.1 
10.1 
<•» 
PS •> 
(••! 
( » 0 ) 
The error 
s n o w e d ia 1 
Odense 
CI 
6.2 
5.2 
0.7 
0.2 
0.6 
5.1 
5.4-
5.2 
£.0 
5. S 
9.5 
6.2 
Ringsted 
4 .2 
3.5 
2.9 
4.4 
9.9 
2.5 
S.I 
2.6 
4.4 
5.9 
7.7 
0.1 
4 .9 
LollaMf-Falater H w 
(7.2) 
7.0 
7.9 
6.0 
7.6 
7.5 
7.5 
6.6 
7.2 
(7.1) 
(•-11 
(7.7) 
7.2 
term la the S. E. of the mean. Ae f litra of milk coaui 
970*** 3.«pCi/L 
Analgia of variance of In pCi Sr-n>/g Ca in dried milk in 1970 
(from tabte 5.1.I) 
Variation 
Betw. location« 
Betw. months 
Remainder 
SSD 
*.1*JL 
0.M10 
J.7921 
I 
6 
11 
62 
.» 
l-SOS 
0. (97* 
0.0602 
v2 
25-W 
0.62 
p 
>».»*• 
-
-
•1 = 0.25 
,pCiSr-9<VgCa 
llllijlllil 
* 1 2 3 * 1 2 3 * 1 2 3 « 1 2 3 « 12 3* 1 2 3 « 1 2 3 * 1 2 3 * ' 1 2 3 * ' 1 2 3 * '1 2 3 4 ' 
69 I960 1961 1962 1963 196* 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
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T«M« 5.1.3 
pCi C«-13T/f K in Danish avind inilk in f nTO 
Arlmn Ab«nrn 
Jan. 
Ft*. 
Hnr. 
Apr. 
tur 
Juat 
July 
6.1 
6.9 
11.1 
11.5 
19.4 
17.7 
20.« 
18.7 
7.« 
9.3 
6.8 
4.1 
5 ^ 
6.« 
8.6 
8.6 
14.9 
17.J 
10.9 
7.5 
7.2 
5.2 
(.6 
8.0 
7.« 
10.* 
8.8 
12.6 
22.6 
20.6 
15.0 
14.« 
9.* 
19.* 
(6.1) 
».1 
6.8 
6.6 
8.0 
11.0 
9.« 
20.3 
22.0 
(8.2) 
(6.4) 
(7.U 
».0 
4.4 
4.7 
6.3 
6.7 
H.6 
8.8 
5.J 
».5 
3.2 
3.9 
3.0 
3.3 
2.7 
4.6 
3.8 
6.6 
9.3 
6.3 
6.3 
2.* 
(3.3) 
4.3 
4.4 
4.1 
3.7 
3.1 
».5 
6.« 
4.2 
5.« 
4.5 
2.6 
3.6 
5.3 
5.3 
6.2 
7.4 
8.8 
13.9 
13.6 
13.2 
(5.71 
(6.0) 
(7.0) 
5.7 12.9 (9.7) 4.7 4.6 8.4 
ota 
utH taft. 
, i . • • »fc, t t a n a n O . I S 7 c o u n t to Dnnut. mil« pnjonena In IMO M * 
<•? 
Analytic of variance of In M. U. in Danieh dried milk in 1970 
(from table 5.1.3) 
Variation 
Betw. locations 
Betw. months 
Remainder 
SSD 
11.7735 
8.6005 
<I.2<I01 
, 
6 
11 
61 
a2 
1.9625 
0.7&19 
0.0697 
v2 
28.15 
11.21 
p 
> » . 9 5 * 
>99.95* 
!) > 0.26 
5.1. 2 the analysis of variance of the results. The maximum of the year 
was reached by 8.1 S. U. in November. The S. U. mean level in 1970 was 
7.3 pCi Sr-90/g C a or approi. equal to the 1969 mean. 
As in the previous years, the milk from eastern Denmark shows signif-
icantly lower levels than that from Jutland. 
Table 5.1.3 shows the results of the Cs-137 determinations and table 
5.1.4 the analysis of variance of the results. As in the previous years, the 
maximum level of Cs-137 (13. 9 M. U., approx. 85% of the maximum of 
1969) was found in milk from the summer (July). The M. U. mean level in 
1970 was 8.4 pCt Cs-137/g K or approx. 85% of the Cs-137 mean content 
found in 1969. 
Figs. 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 show the quarterly S. U. and M. U. values since 
October-December 1959 (cf. also Appendix C). 
150-1 pCi C«-137/gK 
too-
50-
40 
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20 
to Xl...,i.l. a . iiiiiiliiii i a 4 1 2 3 4 ? 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 
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<•? 
Fif. ft. 2.1. Sampl« location! tor freak milt, bread and total dlat (A-toma). 
Fig. 5. 2.2. SmpU location« tor lr«ah milk, brwd and total di« (B-tom), 
5.2. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Fresh Milk from the Entire Country 
The samples of fresh milk were collected in the eight zones and in 
Copenhagen as in previous years (cf. figs. S. 2.1 and 5.2.2) ja connection 
with the bread and total-diet collection (cf. 5.7). 
Table S. 2. t shows the results of the determinations of radiostrontium 
and Cs-137 in consumer milk. 
The production-weighted means for Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Danish con-
sumer milk in 1970 were 7.8 S.U. {-9.4 pCi Sr-90/1) and 6.5 M.U. or 
10.3 pCi Cs-137/1 respectively. 
As previously it seems reasonable to regard the mean of the levels 
found in June and December as representative of tHe annual production-
weighted mean, as the mean for these two months calculated from the dried-
milk data (cf. tables 5.1.1 and 5.1.2) yielded a reasonable estimate of the 
annual mean for dried milk. 
In the figures in table 5.2.1 are weighted with respect to the population, 
the country means become 7. B S. U. and 9.6 pCi Cs-137/1, i. e. almost the 
same as the production-weighted means. 
Table 5.2.1 
Sr-SO and Ca-137 in frean milk in 1970 
Zone 
N. Jutland 
E. Jutland 
W. Jutland 
S. Jutland 
Funen 
Sealand 
Lolland-Falster 
1: Bornholm 
an 
lenbagan 
•olatuni-irelfMad mean 
)duetionnralgntad tnaan 
pCi Sr-M/g Ca 
7.« 
7.9 
6.9 
7.7 
3.3 
*.* 
• » . * 
3.1 
6.3 
».5 
7.3 
7.1 
Jan* 19T0 
pCi Ca-137/c K 
9.1 
6.4 
7.6 
8.8 
6.1 
6.8 
3.0 
6.2 
7.0 
5.8 
6.8 
7.* 
p a Ca-137/l 
1».2 
9.8 
11.9 
n.o 
9.6 
11.2 
7.3 
9.* 
]0.9 
8.9 
10.6 
11.6 
December 1970 
DCI Sr-90/f Ca 
7.7 
7.5 
10.7 
11.5 
5.3 
9.* 
».7 
6.0 
7.9 
8.7 
8.* 
8.3 
pCt Ca-137/ | K 
8.« 
*. l 
7.2 
6.8 
3.1 
•1.2 
3.9 
2.2 
5.0 
6.0 
5.3 
5.7 
pCiCe.137/1 
12.8 
6.5 
11.3 
10.6 
*.9 
6.9 
6.3 
3.« 
7.8 
9.1 
8.6 
9.0 
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5.3. Sr-90 and Ca-137 in Grain from the Entire Country 
As in the previous years, grain samples were obtained from ten State 
experimental farms (cf. fig. 4.1.1). Vinungård was replaced by Ledre-
borg in 1969. Sr-90 was determined as previously (RisO Report No. 63 '), 
and CB-1 37 was measured on asbed samples by Y-spectrometry on a Ge-
detector. 
Table 5.3.X 
Sr-90 in Danish grain in 1970 
T y l a t r u p 
S t u e e g i r d 
Ødum 
Aefeov 
S t . J y n d e v a d 
B l a n g a t e d g a r d 
T y s t o f t e 
L e d r e b o r g 
i U x d 
a k i r k e b y 
H u n 
« i w i n t e r e a r i « 
B y e 
PCI S r - K / k g 
3 7 
•S 
I 5 t > 
n 
» 
29 
17 
3%> 
-
21 
31 
t y , • : aprn .gT i 
S . U . 
107 
135 
*5>3 
63 
156 
75 
3« 
85.I . 
-
59 
87 
e r l e t y , Tl 
B a r l e y 
p Q S r - 9 0 / k g 
53** 
82 
25 
42 
56 
2 3 
Mtl6 
Bt20 
32*5 
25 
-
37 
he e r r o r t e r m i e 
S . U . 
l l ^ f l l 
13« 
56 
67 
171 
* 
" • 3 1 
« 3 9 
5 6 . 1 2 
* 9 
-
77 
i i e & B . o f 
When 
p C l S r - M / k j 
» 
»•58 
e i lO? 
W 2 0 
e i 2 e 
VI56 
N 6 9 
-
30 
•120 
»•32 
23 
WI16 
• • 3 9 
to 
toe m e a n d o u b l e d 
S . O . 
92 
m l * * 
e t l 9 * 
v i 5 5 
e . 6 1 
• • 1 5 5 
MIS? 
-
6 9 
" •53 
MSO 
» 8 9 
o>85>2 
6 0 
» 7 8 
93 
e t e r s r i n e t i o ] 
O e t s 
p C i S r - M / k g 
7* 
79 
35 
*0 
18 
77 
32 
32*1 
a ± 3 
66 
55 
• s 
S.C 
» 
9! 
33 
V. 
77 
él 
s 
S ; 
3W 
(8 
5S 
Table 5.3.2 
Analysis of variance of In S. U. in grain in 1970 
(tram table S. 3.1) 
Variation 
Betir. spec ie s 
Betw. locations 
Spec, x ivvatiOTS 
Renuunder 
S S D 
2.6751 
6.5172 
1.7305 
0.2483 
f 
3 
> 
2 4 
1 « 
s 2 
0.8917 
0 .9464 
0.0721 
0 .0177 
v 2 
12.37 
13.13 
4 . 0 7 
J> 
> 3 9 . 9 5 * 
> 9 9 . 9 V . 
>»».»% 
11 - 0 . 1 3 
The main effects were tested against the interaction 
*? 
Table 5.3. t shows the measurements of strontium-90 in grain in 1970. 
According to Appendix B, approz. 2/3 of all rye in Denmark is grown in 
Jutland and 1/3 in the eastern part of the country. As regards wheat, 3/4 
is produced in eastern Denmark and 1 /4 in Jutland. In the calculation of 
the means in tables 5.3.1 ant! 5.3.4 Jutland is represented by five rye 
figures and seven wheat figures, while eastern Denmark contributes eight 
wheat figures and four rye figures. Thus the means in tables S. S. t -5.3.4 
for rye are a little lower and those for wheat are probably a little higher 
than the production-weighted means for the country. Table 5.3.2 gives the 
analysis of variance of the S. U. figures and table 5.3.3 that of the pCi Sr-
90/kg grain figures. 
Table 5.3.3 
Analysis of variance of In pCi Sr-90/kg grain in 1970 
(from tabte 5. J. 1) 
Variation 
Betw. s p e c i e s 
Betw. locat ions 
Loc. x s p e c i e s 
Remainder 
SSD 
1.8187 
8 .3832 
1 .7530 
0. 7914 
f 
3 
9 
24 
14 
s 2 
0. 6002 
0 .9315 
0 .0730 
0 .0585 
,
2 
8 . 3 0 
1 2 . 7 8 
1 .29 
P 
> 9 9 . 9 * 
) 9 9 . 9 S * 
-
1 » 0 . 2 4 
Tabl« 5,3.4 
Cs~l»7 in DaidfA grata inltTO 
lylstrup 
Studiiird 
Ødum 
Askov 
St. Jyndevad 
Bluifsteoaftrd 
Tyoton* 
Ledreborg. 
JU>nl 
ÅUlkvbv 
Menn 
»ye 
pCiCa-137/kg 
76 
»•129 
71 
valøl 
n 
59 
12 
a 
-
a» 
« 
M.D. 
20 
ei27 
25 
M23 
a 
i t 
23 
l a 
-
21 
22 
Barlej 
pClCo-137/kj 
62 
68 
6* 
79 
J* 
a 
MS3 
»7 
52 .. 
* 
i t . o . 
a 
i t 
16 
23 
H 
11 
••13 
•t 12 
12 
1* 
1* 
Wheat 
pClCe-137/mj: 
32 
wiBO 
atUO 
»65 
««80 
«i7» 
-
•131 
mts 
m-e. 
1*3 
WW 
«3> 
37 
K.U. 
a 
2! 
sa— 
•.19 
H22 
-
mlo 
ft 
t i t 
»13 
«5 
WIS 
woo 
•J15 
It 
Orta 
pCiCa-137/kg 
IS 
77 
70 
55 
78 
61 
61 
7* 
16 
27 
36 
H.U. 
13 
27 
17 
17 
» 
16 
20 
21 
t 
7 
17 
w. wiatarTartly. «i «prl^ *«rl«ty 
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Tible 5.3.» 
Analysis of variance of In pCi C8-137/g K grain in 1970 
(from tablt S. J. 4) 
Variation 
Betw. specie« 
Betw. locations 
Spec, x locations 
Remainder 
SSD 
0.9408 
2. 7331 
2. 61 SB 
0.1890 
f 
3 
9 
24 
7 
.» 
0. 3136 
0. 3037 
0.1090 
0. 0270 
v" 
2.6« 
2.79 
4.0« 
P 
>»0* 
>97.5% 
>97.S% 
i) * 0. Is. Main effects were tested against interaction. 
Table 5.8.6 
Analysis of variance of In pCi Cs-137/kg grain in 1970 
(from tables. 3.4) 
Variation 
Betw. species 
Betw. locations 
Spec, x locations 
Remainder 
SSD 
1.2641 
2.4626 
2.5792 
0.1602 
f 
3 
9 
24 
7 
s 2 
0.4162 
0.2736 
0.1075 
0.0229 
2 
V 
3.69 
2.55 
4.70 
P 
>97.5* 
>B5% 
>97.5» 
1 • 0.15 
Main effects were tested against interaction 
Table 5.3.2 shows that the variation in S. U. between species was sig-
nificant. Wheat showed the highest S. U. levels and oats the lowest. The 
pCi Sr-90/kg figures also show a significant difference between species. 
(Oats ) rye). 
As in previous years, the variation with location was highly significant; 
the mean pCi Sr-90/kg level for grain from Jutland was approz. 1.7 times 
that in eastern Denmark. 
Table 5.3.4 shows the measurements of Cs-137 in grain in 1970, table 
5.3.5 the analysis of variance of the M. U. figures and table 3.3. S the 
analysis of variance of the pCi Cs-137/kg grain figures. The variation be-
tween locations was significant. The Cs-137 content in grain from Jutland 
was on the average approz. 1.3 (pCi/kg figures) times as high as the grain 
level in eastern Denmark. The variation between species was probably sig-
i*9 
nifica&t. Rye contained as previously more Cs-137 than did the other grain 
species. 
If the S. U. levels in grain from the harvest of 1970 are compared with 
the levels from 19S9 ', we find the 1970 figures to be greater by a factor 
of approx. 1.3. 
The Cs-137 content in grain from the 1970 harvest was on the average 
greater by a factor of 1. 7 than that in 1969. The fall-out rate in May-
August 1970 was 1.5 times that in May-August 1 969. (The period May-
August was selected because experiments have shown ' that the contamina-
tion of grain with Cs-137 originates in the period from before the emergence 
of the ears until harvest). This observation is in reasonable agreement with 
that of the previous years and fits the hypothesis that the Cs-137 level in 
grain depends mainly upon the fall-out rate. 
In Appendix C is shown a comparison between observed and predicted 
Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels in 1970. It is evident that the predicted levels for 
grain were higher than those observed. The observed values were fox- Sr-90 
two thirds of those predicted and for Cs-137 three fourths. 
The mean ratio between pCi Cs-137/kg rye and pCi Sr-90/kg rye was 
2.7, while the Cs-137/Sr-90 ratio for barley, wheat and oats was 1.3. This 
is in agreement with earlier observations and with the theory that rye de-
pends more on direct contamination than the other cereals, for which the 
soil uptake of Sr-90 now plays a dominant role. 
Table 5.3.7 
mg Sr/g Ca in grain collected in 1970 
Tylstrup 
Studsgård 
Ødum 
Askov 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedgftrd 
Tystofte 
Ledreborg 
Abed 
Åkirkeby 
Rye 
3.2 
2.8 
2 .2; 
3.0 
2.2 
S.3 
2.5 
2 ^ 
2.0 
Barley 
l .» 
3.3 
4.7 
2.4 
2.2 
2.1 
2.9 
3.0 
1.8 
4.1 
Wheat 
• _ 2.2 
2.5 
4.7 
3.8 
4.3 
2.3 
1.6 
4.0 
2.6 
3.7 
3.9 
1.4 
2.1 
2.« 
2.1 
Oats 
2.3 
2.4 
3.0 
3.1 
1.4 
1.2 
1,0 
3.2 
1.6 
50 
Tool« ». 1.» 
Analyoio of vorionco of In mg Sr/g C« io groin in I 070 
(from table S. 1. 7} 
Variation 
Botw. opocico 
Betv. Bjcotiooo 
Spec, x locnttono 
Remofodcr 
SSD 
0.6174 
1 . M M 
1.4711 
0.MS1 
f 
3 
( 
13 
7 
.» 
0.1001 
0.S10O 
0.OC43 
0.1112 
»» 
J . IS 
4 . M 
0.SS 
P 
' I S * 
>»-•* 
-
., • 0.S6 
Table S. 3. 7 shows the stable-strontium content in grain in relation to 
the calcium content, and table 5.3.8 is an analysis of variance of the figures. 
As previously ', wheat contained more stable strontium per g Ca than the 
other species, and the station in Jutland showed generally higher figures 
than the eastern locations. 
5.4. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Bread from the Entire Country 
In 1970, samples of white bread (75% extraction) and dark rye bread 
(100% extraction) were collected as previously all over the country in June 
and December (in both A and B towns, cf. figs. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The 
samples were combined into eight zone samples and a sample from Copen-
hagen, and Sr-90 and Cs-137 were determined. The Cs-137 determinations 
were carried out on dried samples of rye bread and on the ash of white 
bread by Y-spectroscopy. 
Tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 show the results. In figs. 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 a 
comparison with grain levels is made for the years 1962-1970. It is as-
sumed that the bread consumed in the first nine months of the i year has 
been made of grain from the harvest in the (i-1) year, while the bread 
consumed in the last three months has come from the harvest in the i year. 
Further it is assumed that 1 kg flour yields approx, 1.35 kg bread ' and 
that wheat flour of 75% extraction contains 20% of the Sr-90 and50% of the 
Cs-137 found in wheat grain '. 
Figs. 5.4/1 and 5.4.2 show that the Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels in bread 
were in reasonable agreement with those in grain according to the above-
mentioned model. 
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T a t e S. 4.1 
Sr- t t In Danish brea* in 1970 
Zene 
fc 
Uz 
IB: 
IV: 
V: 
VI: 
VO: 
vm: 
N. Jutland 
E. Jutland 
W. Jutland 
S. Jutland 
F u _ 
Sealaad 
[lUljnnd-Fubrter 
Bornholm 
Mean 
Copenhacan 
PopiiLitlon-waiflited mean 
A m 
white bread 
pO/hf 
7.« 
5.* 
6.5 
6.9 
5.0 
5.1 
7.5 
4.7 
6.2 
4.0 
5.* 
S.D. 
4J> 
2.9 
5.9 
M 
2.« 
1.« 
5.* 
1.9 
3.0 
5.0 
3.6 
Rye bread 
P C / 1 
asa 
35 
5V.1 
30:3 
22t0 
1%? 
16 
17*1 
2« 
llk2 
24 
S.U. 
Mi?.* 
» . 5 
*.U>.9 
9.6:2.6 
•>.<M>.2 
V.tjp.6 
5 J 
5.4*0.1 
7.3 
6.44>.6 
7.* 
Decomber 
White breed 
»Ci/«» 
4.1 
4.4 
4.1 
6.2 
3.« 
6.0 
5.* 
7.2 
5.3 
4.6 
4.8 
S.O. 
2.3 
2.2 
1.9 
3.6 
i.e 
3.6 
2.7 
2.8 
2.6 
2.5 
2.5 
Rye bread 
p « / « « 
31 
u 
44 
35 
24 
22 
21 
1> 
30 
20 
29 
S.U. 
10.7 
12.« 
14.4 
11.6 
8.8 
4.« 
7.0 
6.4 
9.5 
7.2 
9.5 
Table 5.4.2 
Cs-IST in Danish bread in 1970 
Zone 
1: 
H: 
m: 
rv: 
V: 
VI: 
VII: 
Villi 
N. Jutland 
£ . Jutland 
W. Jutland 
S. Jutland 
Futtcn 
Saaland 
Lolland-Fainter 
Bomhobn 
H u n 
Copenhagen 
PomlMtotHMlkud moaa 
June 
White bread 
»Ci/k, 
10.1 
9.6 
8.9 
11.7 
8.3 
9.5 
11.9 
9.1 
9.9 
10.9 
10.0 
M.U. 
6.8 
6.6 
6.4 
8.3 
5.7 
6.7 
7.3 
6.9 
6.8 
8.1 
7.1 
Rye bread 
ea/kg 
40 
46 
50 
49 
30 
31 
54 
3» 
40 
40 
"40 
H.U. 
13 
13 
15 
13 
9 
10 
11 
9 
12 
12 
12 
Dceember 
White bread 
pCi/kg 
10.1 
14.2 
14.8 
27.2 
15.2 
13.8 
12.2 
10.4 
14.7 
10.2 
15.2 
H.U. 
7.1 
10.6 
10.5 
20.8 
11.0 
9.7 
8.7 
7.4 
10.7 
8.7 
10.0 
Rye bread 
pCl/kg 
50 
87 
58 
57 
29 
49 
40 
5» 
* 
32 
90 
M.B. 
17 
32 
19 
22 
11 
It 
15 
14 
19 
10 
17 
ryt gran levit «rye brtad -1351100% extraction) 
l/5wheat grain level • white bread 135 (75% extraction) 
1120 
SOO 
(00 
300 
?no 
pCi Sr-w/fcg 
(rye) 
„ • 
• 
o • 
* O 
< • 
" " 
pCiSr-90/kg 
(wheat) 
1962 1963 1964 865 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
Fig. 5 .4 ,1 . Comparison of Sr-90 levels in bread and grain, 1962-70 
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W 
(•) 
« 
X 
e 
(•) " 
(•) 0 
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Fig. 8.4.2. Comparison of Cs-137 levels In bread and grain, 1962-70 
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On comparison of the bread levels in Jutland with those in eastern Den-
mark it appeared that the Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels in rye bread in Jutland 
were approz. 1.6 times those in eastern Denmark, whereas Sr-90 and Cs-
137 in white bread were nearly equal all over the country. This shows as 
also observed the other years that it i s not necessarily local-grown grain 
that is used for the bread production (cf. 5.3). 
5.5. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Potatoes from the Entire Country 
The samples of potatoes were collected in September trom nine of the 
State experimental farms (cf. fig. 4 .1 .1 ) and analysed for Sr-90 and Cs-137 
(Y-spectroscupy of bulked samples of the ash). 
Table 5.5.1 shows the Sr-90 and Cs-137 contents in potatoes. The mean 
contents for the country were 3.3 pCi Sr-90/kg or 83 S.U. and 12.4 pCi Cs-
137/kgor 2.6 M.U. 
The mean of the Cs-137/Sr-90 ratios (pCi/kg figures) was 3.8 (in 1969: 
1.8, in 1968: 2.6, in 1967: 2 .1 , in 1966: 2.6, in 1965: 6, and i n ) 964: 9). 
Tabl t 5. 5 1 
Sr-90 w d Ci -137 in D&nnh pot*to«s In 1170 
Tylstrup 
Studsgird 
Ødu.n 
A»«mv 
SI. Jjnd«vad 
BlAnffttcdfird 
Tyatofte 
Ab*d 
JUtrkrtrr 
- M m ' -- -
pCi Sr-90/kg 
2.b 
2 , ^ 0 . 0 
2.2^0.2 
3-0 
>.fcp.2 
J .8 t f - ? 
M -
M 
S.U. 
105 
95±S 
69+2 
16CM& 
6?jl0 
25** 
77 
u 
pCI Ca-137 /k , 
1 
> 16.4 
«> 
M. U. 
3-? 
2.0 
e^ 
Tfcw T W t — » i , ttii, t , * li i l l Q I U ^ J J M i H l -
pO Sr-90/kg 
I f ) ! 
• * 
59 6 0 6 1 6 2 6 3 64 6 5 6 6 6 7 6 8 6 9 70 
F i ( . 5. ». Sr-90 l e v e l s In Danish potatoes 1959-70 (1 S . E . Indicated) 
5.6. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Vegetables and Fruits from the Entire Country 
In 1970 as in previous years, vegetables and fruits were collected in 
September and December from eight greater provincial towns, one in each 
of the eight zones, and from Copenhagen. 
Carrots and onions were collected in September, cabbages and apples 
in December, and a few samples of peas, strawberries and gooseberries 
were collected in June-July. 
Tafclai . i .1 
Sr-90 In vegetable* and Sralti in 1970 
PO/«* S.U. pCl/k, pCi /H pCi/a» PCi/kf PCi/H 
mt 
Wl 
Vl 
VII 
vnt 
via« 
ato 
•Sit 
l e i i 
isi« 
le t t 
ta t i 
* t i 
• i i 
n i l 
s i t u 
sjt< 
* l t | 9 
2«tl4 
l i t . 
ITto 
l»t l 
90 
90 
IT 
it, 
19 
99 
Ztt» 
» 
(3) 
P) 
(90) 
(39) 
34 
19 
04) 
(19) 
1.9 
l . i 
1.9 
3.T 
0.9 
0.9 
1.4 
(9) 
9 
(IT) 
(19) 
15 
19 
9 
T 
13 ( I t ) 
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Titte S.6.2 
Aanlyais af variance of In p& Sr-90/kf i» vegetables and finals in 1970 (fro« t»au 5.4.1) 
Variation 
Betw. apecias 
Betw. locations 
Spec. X locations 
Remainder 
SSD 
32.2365 
T.0S56 
15.5151 
2.5790 
f 
5 
7 
27 
12 
.» 
6.4473 
1.0122 
0.5006 
0.2149 
V 8 
30.00 
2.02 
2.33 
P 
>99.99» 
>95% 
n - o.4S 
Table 5. 6. 3 
Analysis of variance of In S. U. in vegetables and fruits in 1970 
(from table 5.6.1) 
Variation 
Betw. apedea 
Betw. loeattona 
Spec, x locations 
Remainder 
SSD 
4.6808 
5.2079 
10.0921 
1.7520 
f 
5 
7 
27 
12 
s ! 
0.9362 
0.7440 
0.3798 
0.1460 
v* 
2.50 
1.99 
2.56 
P 
-
-
>9S* 
a »0.40 
Table 5.6.4 
Cs-137 in vegetables and fruits in 1970 
pCS/kg 
pCi/gK 
Cabbage 
J.Tto.e 
0. »tO.3 
Carrot 
5.« 
2.1 
f lnl«t 
0 
0 
Apple 
13.7 
9.2 
Pea 
t.Zto.9 
2.et0.2 
Strawberry 
2.3 
1.4 
Gooseberry 
3.4 
1.9 
The error term is the 8.E. of the mean 
The ^-measurement« were performed on bulked aab aamples repre-
senting the entire country (cf. table 5.6.4). Table« 5.6.1 - 5 . 6 . 3 «how the 
reaulta and the analyala of variance of the Sr-90 determinatlonB. 
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Table S, 6.5 
Calculated Sr-en end Cs-IST a m k r i k l i n f M U i la >*I0 
Daily 
intake 
1 » « 
M 
se 
40 
110 
Specie! 
Leely Tefetablts (cettafe) 
Root vegetables (carrot, anion) 
Pea (and bean) 
Vegetable total 
pCiSr-M 
par kf 
11 
IS 
4 
10 
S.D. 
21 
46 
19 
3? 
pCl C1-U7 
par kf 
2.7 
2.6 
».a 
4.6 
M.U. 
0.9 
1.0 
2.6 
1.5 
Pee »mi b t n vare calculated as the mean of 3 pea sampl« collected In 
Jutland, Zealand and Fonen, 
The variations between species were highly significant (pCi Sr-90 
figures). The highest Sr-90 levels (pCi/kg) were found in onion, the lowest 
in apple. 
Table 5.6. S shows a calculation of the mean contents of Sr-90 and Cs-
137 in Danish vegetables collected in 1970. The levels were the population-
weighted means calculated in tables 5.6.1 - S. 6.4. 
The 1970 levels in Danish fruit were calculated from apple and from 
strawberry. Apples got a weight factor of 85 and strawberries one of 15, 
and the mean levels in Danish fruit were thus 2. 9 pCi Sr-90/kg and 12 CB-
137/kg. 
The 1970 Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels in vegetables and fruits were a little 
lower than the 1969 levels, (cf. also Appendix C). 
5.7. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Total Diet from the Entire Country 
In 1970 total-food samples representing an average Danish diet ac-
cording to Hoff-Jørgensen (cf. Appendix B in RisO Report No. 63 ') where 
collected according to the principles followed in 1 961 -1969. As previously, 
two groups of towns (A and B, cf. figs. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2) supplied the 
samples. 
Tables 5.7.1 and S. 7.2 show the results. As in the previous years, 
the variation between locations was significant. The S. U. levels in the total 
diet were appro*. 40% higher in Jutland than in eastern Denmark. 
Fig. 5.7.1 shows the zone mean level* (not population weighted) of S. U. 
in total diet since May! Ml. Fig. 5.7.2 shows the daily Cs-137 intake since 
June 1963. 
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Tabl»».7 . l 
Sr-M w d Cs-137 in total Danish dM colhetMi in JHM 1970 
Zoo. 
B TT tmlMMl 
m B-JMOMKI 
DU W-Mland 
XTt S-**land 
V: F n a 
VI: Samånd 
VIG MUaad-Falatar 
v m : Bonholm 
> M » 
Copenhagen 
FOpalattOB-imgllted 
Relative erier da. to 
aampluig end aaatyela 
pCiSr-90/gCa 
9 . 7 t l . l 
a.jti.t 
a.7ii.7 
•o. aii. a 
8.7tl.4 
8.9 
4.aii.o 
7.aio.2 
a.a 
a.aii.9 
9.1 
22* 
pCl Sr-oo/day 
n .«t t , j 
i«.2ta.o 
14.2t4.7 
17. ais. o 
ie.ai>.s 
14.5 
7.ei i . . 
14. sti.« 
14.« 
i7.7io.a 
ie.i 
ao* 
gCa/dar 
i. nto. i9 
i.7aio.is 
i.saio.13 
t.a4to.oi 
t. aato. lo 
1.75 
i. sat«, oi 
i.9oio.i» 
1.7« 
i. aato. 04 
1.77 
i w 
pCl Cn-137/g K 
9 . l t l . 9 
9.2to.4 
8.at2.2 
9. sti.4 
s. »to. i 
s.2io.e 
7-Stl.o 
s.aio.9 
7.« 
11.5 
a.c 
94* 
pCi Ci-197/dn« 
Mt> 
uia 
34tl0 
s«is 
2l!l 
aita 
nU 
22ia 
29 
40 
32 
SO* 
T«bl»5.7.2 
Sr-M rad Cs-137 In D u i s h total dtt«t eoQtieMd In D*cwnb«r 1»70 
Zoo. 
I: N-JnUand 
n: E-Jutland 
m; W-Jotland 
tVt S-JttUaod 
V: fanen 
VU Beeland 
vn i LoUand-Falnter 
VlUt Bomholln 
Mten 
Coprahagon 
PapalrtoB^iHi«tt«d 
Relativt error «*• tø 
laBMUttg and anelgrela 
pCl gr-90/c Ca 
7. «tl.O 
8 . 4 t | . 3 
9 4to.4 
B. «t). 9 
5. »to. 2 
7. »to. 9 
a.ito.2 
a.ato.« 
7.4 
».»to.« 
7.5 
17* 
pCi Sr-B0/day 
ii.aio.a 
is.oio. B 
ia.oto.a 
lB.at4.5 
l0.7to.7 
n.oti .o 
10.«to.« 
n.ato.i 
13.1 
n.oti .o 
u . a 
!•» 
gCa/dejr 
l.BTto. 10 
l.8oto.lB 
1.7lio. IB 
l . lAl . 12 
1. BOto. IB 
i . n t o . « 
1. Tot«. 01 
2.oato.ia 
1.77 
i.ttiotjt 
1.71 
W* " 
pCtC.-197/gK 
lotto.« 
i2.ata.o 
i2.ati.7 
13.ato.7 
a.oto.3 
a. 2*0.1 
7.7tl.« 
8.0*0.5 
9.2 
7.1 
9.1 
14» 
•Cl cs-isi/onj 
aato 
4lt4 
aato 
4«ta 
llto 
2lt, 
27to 
27tl 
Bl 
29 
80 
18* 
5« 
pCiSr-90/gCo 
Z$*5*5* 
Fif. 5.7.1. pCi Sr-M/f C» in Danlah total *«t , 1W1-T0 
888&&8888I 
Tim. S.T.3. pCiCa-MT/dagrftomDulalitcttldalt, 1M*-T0 
» 
The 1970 Sr-90 levels in total diet were almost equal to the 1969 levels, 
while the Cs-137 levels were approx. 30% greater than the 1969 ones. 
From the total-diet sampling it is possible to estimate the mean levels 
of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the Danish diet in 1970. For the period January-
April 1970 the Sr-90 level in the total diet i s assumed to have been equal to 
that measured in December 1969, RisO Report No. 201 '. For the period 
May-September we assume the level to have corresponded to that measured 
in June 1970. The December 1970 figure is taken to represent the last 
three months of the year. The population-weighted mean of Sr-90 in total-
diet samples was 7.2 pCi Sr-90/g Ca in December 1969. Hence the mean 
content in the total diet in 1970 was 8.1 pCi Sr-90/g Ca or 14.1 pCi Sr-90/ 
day. 
In a simitar way the Cs-137 content in the Danish diet in 1970 was 
estimated to be 30 pCi Cs-137/day or 8.2 pCi Cs-137/g K (cf. also Appen-
dix C). 
5.8. Sr-90 and CB-1 37 in Miscellaneous Foodstuffs 
5.8.1. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Meat 
Pork and beef samples were collected in Copenhagen (cf. figs. 5.2.1 
and 5.2.2) in three big shops in May, June, September, and December. 
TabUS.0.1 
Sr-M and Ca-IS7 In perk, b e « and real tron Capanhaf« in 1070 
SpedM 
^ 
Baaf 
• • » I 
Utalt 
pClSr-SO/kg 
p a S r - M / f Ca 
p a c i - i n / k f 
paa-m/ iK 
pafr-00/k« 
p a Sr-90/* C 
p a Ca-137/kf 
paCa-117/fK 
pCIIr-M/lnj 
pCIaV-M/«Ca* 
poci-m/ij 
poci-ttt/fk'" 
«»J 
0.« 
87 
I.S 
is 
as 
ST 
0 .« 
11 
• i l l ' 
• ' i f ' 
ta 
1.4 
10 
44 
14 
10 
22 
> 
1.0 
10 
V 
Sap. 
0.4 
e 
21 
10 
1.2 
I t 
57 
14 
0 .« 
12 
'< * I 1 
D M . 
1.2 
1 
112 
SO 
2 .1 
14 
SO 
12 
0 .« 
0 
T* 
17 
M » 
a* 
7 
(S 
10 
1.4 
10 
02 
22 
1.1 
11 
"år 
fio 
•MrKS »-W* 
e a u 
FI». s.».;.i. st-mtKDmtthmim 
( i a IS 
n/st 
1000 
500 
200 
100 
so 
20 
10 
pCfCs-OT/fcg 
e a K « a 17 • a 79 
»lj. ».».»,1. C(-l*>inOMA*adlkap4swt(I/<p*>knll/SkMaiMZ-» 
Table 5.8.1 abowa tb« raauUs. n<a. 5.8.1.1 and 5.8.1.2 abow a com-
pariaon batwaan mifc aad xuat tetala. Tbe ratio p d fr-80/kf meat/pCi 
Sr-90/lnu*waa » . » <>.B. «,««)>: and—•*i.iiiaa|iiiH,'a| ratto tor Ca-137 
vaa 5.1 (8.E. 6.4) for fee pWtø >M2-1f70, (J* Ibaae calcnlattoua meat 
conMan*-«* y*yM*aa«uy>*««*) (et ala» l»l »»*lf Q . 
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5.*. 2. Sr-WandCs-lSTlnFteh 
Fish samples were collected at two fishing harbours, Esbjerg and 
Skagen la Jutland, Table 5. S. S shows the results. The levels were lower 
S r - M a i 
* ~ l -
M a 
Cad 
B t r r U « 
-
hoM 
M l 
beat 
mmmt 
d CB-I3T ia flak < A e M is I M S ta Daatah w u t r a 
•»-» 
Dae. 
Dee. 
D e c 
p C i S r - M 
• e r k c 
«.» 
a. 43 
C M 
0.3 J 
p C l S r - M 
e e r c C e 
0.51 
a.« 
a. si 
0 . M 
0.S7 
0.3 
pCiCa-IST 
• e r k . 
:c 
SI 
St 
31 
pCi Ce-137 
p e r f K 
« 
12 
S 
( 
V 
*CUk| 
Tif. f.t.l. • * . » • » » C f - » W » P » « l * f l a a opeaaua« wilk S r - M > • » water 1H1-70 
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than the 1969, 1968 and 1967 concentrations, perhaps because the fish were 
from the North sea and not from inner Danish waters as previously. 
Fig. 5.8.2 shows a correlation between Sr-90 in surface sea water an 
Sr-90 in fish meat. The Sr-90 concentration in fish was approx. two times 
that in sea water. 
The figure further shows that the Cs-137 concentration in fish was ap-
proz. a hundred times the Sr-90 level in sea water. The Cs-137/Sr-90 
ratio in sea water is 1.6 (S. E. 0.1) ', hence the concentration factor for 
fish from sea water becomes 65. 
5.8.3. Sr-90 in Drinking Water 
Along with the total-diet samples, 10 1 of drinking water was collected 
in June in each of the 48 towns (cf. figs. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The 10 1 samples 
were bulked into eight zone samples, each comprising 60 1 of water. Further-
more, 3 • 20 1 of water were collected from three different parts of Copen-
hagen and combined to a 60 1 sample. The samples were analysed, by the 
method used for ground water, for Sr-90, stable strontium and calcium. 
Table 5.8.3 shows the results. 
TabU 3.«. 3 
Sr-90 In Danish drinking water in 1070 
Zone 
Is 
m 
ns 
IV: 
V: 
VI: 
vm 
vm: 
N-Jntland 
E -Jutland 
W-Jutland 
S-Jutland 
Funen 
Zealand 
LoUand-Faleter 
Bornholm 
Mean 
Copenhagen 
Popvlsttes-waigbtee: 
mean 
Median 
pCl Sr-90/1 
a 022 
0.006 
B 0.004 
A 0.002 
A 0.002 
B 0.002 
B 0.0O2 
0.013 
0.007 
0.C79 
0.027 
0.00* 
June 
gCa/1 
0.074 
0.073 
0.068 
0.000 
0.023 
0.001 
0.101 
0.003 
0.032 
0.105 
0.086 
0.031 
mg Sr/g Ca 
4.3 
5.0 
2.3 
1.8 
7.3 
11.8 
20.0 
6.3 
7.0 
II. 2 
3.2 
3.3 
Ai counttaf error: 2»-»»f.l Bi coonMng'error ) »*t 
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5.8.4. Sr- 90 and Cs-137 in Various Foods 
In December a number of imported' foods were provided from shops in 
Copenhagen. Special importance was attached to the so-called Mikro-Makro 
foods, which mainly consist of yarious cereal products, first of all rice. The 
activity levels in Italian rice were similar to those found in Danish wheat, 
while the concentrations in rice from Argentina were definitely lower, which 
is not surprising since accumulated fall-out on the southern hemisphere is 
only one third of the level on the northern one. As expected, polished rice 
showed lower levels than unpolished rice. 
Table 5,8,4 
Sr-90 and Ce-137 In various food« in 1170 
» ^ 
Egga 
Lemon 
Orange 
Banana 
Grit« (Oats) 
Mulet 
Soyabeans 
Buckwheat 
Rice polished 
Ricepottshed 
Rice unpolished 
Rice nupoUnbed 
Rice unpoUened 
Month 
Dec. 
Jane 
Dec. 
Dee. 
Dec 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dee. 
p a Sr-90/kj 
J. S 
4.9 
7.1 
o.e 
12 
-
IB 
8.1 
-
0.5 
7.0 
4.3 
10 
S.U. 
4.7 
17 
17 
16 
2,1 
-
9.6 
23 
-
5.0 
65 
M 
62 
pClCs-137/kg 
- 2 
2 
6.1 
0 
24 
15 
14 
0 
16 
0 
54 
7.5 
34 
M.U. 
~2 
2 
4.2 
0 
12 
5 
1.1 
0 
19 
0 
22 
7.4 
14 
Country 
of production 
Denmark 
Italy 
Spain 
Central 
America 
Denmark 
-
-
Belgium 
-
-
Baly 
Argentina 
Belgium 
The variation between locations was in aU cases highly significant (cf. 
Rise Report No. 1 S«, p. 721'). The highest Sr-90 levels were found in 
drinking water from Bornholm, East Jutland and Copenhagen. As compared 
with previous years, "the 1970-Sr-90 levels were mostly lower. 
The —Urin« (and stable strontium) levels were in close agreement with 
the observations made earlier. 
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5.9. Estimate of the Mean Contents of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the Human Diet 
in Denmark in 1970 
5.9.1. The Annual Quantities 
The annual quantities are calculated by multiplication of the daily quan-
tities (as stated by E. Hoff-Jørgensen, cf. Rise Report No. 63, table B ') 
by 365. 
5.9.2. Milk and Cream 
The Sr-90 and Cs-137 contents per kg milk were calculated from the 
annual mean values for dried milk (cf. tables 5.1.1 and 5.1.3). 1 kg »1 1 
milk, containing approx. 1.2 g Ca and 1.66 g K. Hence the mean contents 
in milk were 8.8 pCi Sr-90/kg and 14 pCi Cs-137/kg. 
5.9.3. Cheese 
1 kg of cheese contains approx. 8.5 g Ca and 1.2 g K. The Sr-90 and 
Cs-137 contents in cheese were calculated from these figures and from the 
S. U. and M. U. levels in dried milk (cf. tables 5.1.1 and 5.1.3). 1 kg of 
cheese appeared to contain 62 pCi Sr-90 and 10 pCi Cs-137. 
5.9.4. Grain Products 
Tables 5. 9.1 and 5. 9.2 show the estimates of Sr-90 and Cs-137 respec-
tively in grain products consumed in 1 970. From these tables the activity 
levels in grain products were estimated at 17.8 pCi Sr-90/kg and 38 pCi 
Cs-137/kg. 
Table 5.9.1 
Estimat« of the Sr-90 content in grain prodncta consumed 
per capita In 1970 
Type 
Rye floor 
(100* ex-
traction) 
Wheat flour (75* ex-
traction) 
Grits
 ; 
Total 
Fraction from harvest 
1919 
kg flour 
a.« 
32.9 
5.5 
(0.5 
pCi/kg 
56.0 
6.1 
15.6 
17.« 
pCi 
789 
209. 
96 
1075 
Fraction from harvest 
1970 
Xf flour 
7.5 
10.9 
1.8 
20.0 
pCi/kg 
51.0 
8.0 
22.0 
17.7 
pCi 
226 
m 
•*> 
555 
Total 
»CI 
101* 
296 
12« 
Itefl 
65 
EatUnateof the Ca-137 content 
nercantta 
Type 
Ry« flour 
(100% ex-
traction) 
Wheat flour 
<75« ex-
traction) 
Grite 
Total 
Fraction from harvest 
IK* 
kg flour 
a.9 
32.9 
5.5 
60.3 
p o / h * 
59 
19 
2J 
3* 
pCl 
12*2 
625 
126 
8*3 
Btfrafnprf 
IB KTO 
Klucta c« aveuma 
Fraction from harvest 
fOTO 
hf flour 
7.3 
10.9 
1.8 
29.0 
PO/hf 
«5 
29 
*2 
51 
PCi 
620 
31« 
76 
1002 
d 
Total 
PCi 
1912 
9M 
202 
3055 
5.9.5. Potatoes 
The figures in table 5.5.1 were used, i. e. 3.3 pCi Sr-30/kg and 12.4 
pCi Cs-137/kg. 
5.9.6. Vegetables 
Table 5.6.5 shows the calculation of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Danish vege-
tables consumed in 1970. The mean contents were 10 pCi Sr-90/kg and 4.6 
pCi Cs-137/kg. 
5.9.7. Fruit 
The levels in imported fruit in 1970 are assumed to be equal to the 
mean levels found in lemons, oranges and bananas collected in Copenhagen 
in 1970, i. e. 4.0 pCi Sr-90/kg and 3 pCi Cs-137/kg (cf. S. 8.4). The mean 
levels in Danish fruit in 1970 were 2.7 pCi Sr-90/kg and 12 pCi Cs-137/kg 
(cf. 5.6). The daily mean consumption of fruit consisted of 100 g of Danish 
and 40 g of foreign origin. Hence the mean contents in fruit were 3.1 pCi 
Sr-90/kg and 9.4 pCl Cs-137/kg. 
5.9.8. Meat 
From table 8. >. 1 the annual mean values of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in meat 
were calculated: 1.1 pCi Sr-90/kg and 59 pCi Cs-137/kg. (Danish meat 
consists of 2/3 pork and 1/3 beef). 
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5 .9 .9 . Fish 
The Sr-90 and Cs-137 contents in fish are shown in table 5. P.. 2. The 
means of these figures are used as country mean values for the year, i. e. 
0 .3 pCi Sr-90/kg and 37 pCi Cs-137/kg. 
5 .9 .10 . Eggs 
The activity contents in eggs were estimated from the measurements in 
table 5 . 8 . 4 . The levels were 2.5 pCi Sr-90/kg and 2 pCi Cs-137/kg. 
5. 9 .11. Coffee and Tea 
The levels, measured in 1969,were used, i . e. 27 pCi Sr-90/kg and 168 
pCi Cs-137/kg. 
5 .9 .12 . Drinking Water 
The Sr-90 level found in drinking water collected in June (cf. table 
5 .8 .3) was used i>s the country mean for drinking water, i. e. 0.03 pCi 
Sr-90/L The Cs-137 content in drinking water i s assumed to be negligible. 
5. 9.13. Discussion 
Tables 5 . 9 . 3 and 5 .9 .4 show the estimates of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the 
Danish diet in 1970. The figures should be compared with the levels calcu-
lated from the total-diet samples (cf. 5. 7). The Sr-90 estimates obtained 
by the two methods were 7.3 S. U. and 8.1 S. U. respectively, and the Cs-
137 estimates were 32 pCi Cs-137/day and 30 pCi Cs-137/day. Figs . 5.9.1 
and S. 9.2 show a comparison between the measured and calculated levels in 
total Danish diet since 1961. The agreement between the two methods was 
satisfactory. 
The relative contribution of Sr-90 from milk products increased from 
approz. 38% in 1969 to 44% in 1970, whereas that from grain products de-
creased from 36 to 31 %. The contribution from potatoes, other vegetables 
and fruit was 19%, i . e. nearly the same as in 1969. The relative contribu-
tion of Cs-137 in the total diet changed as follows from 1969 to 1970: Milk 
products were almost unchanged (19 and 20%), grain products decreased 
from 28 to 26%, and meat from 30 to 27%. 
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Table 5.3.3 
Estimate of the mean content of ST-90 in the human diet in Denmark in 1970 
Type of food 
Milk and cream 
Cheese 
Grain products 
Potatoes 
Vegetables 
Fruit 
Meat 
Egge 
Fish 
Coffee and tea 
Drinking water 
Total 
Annual 
quantity 
in kg 
16*.0 
9.1 
80.3 
75.0 
*3.8 
» . 1 
5*.7 
10.9 
10.9 
5.5 
5*8.0 
pCiSr-SO 
per kg 
8.8 
62 
17.8 
3.3 
10 
3.1 
1.1 
2.5 
0.3 
27 
0.03 
Total 
pdSr-90 
1**3 
56* 
1*28 
241 
*38 
158 
60 
27 
3 
1*9 
16 
*527 
Percentage of 
total nCi Sr-90 
in food 
5l.a 
12.* 
31.5 
5.3 
9.7 
3.5 
1.3 
0.6 
0.1 
3.3 
0 > 
The mean calcium Intake was estimated at 620 g (approx. 200-250 g Crete 
praeparata). Hence the Sr-90/Ca ratio in the total diet was 7.3 S. V. in 1(70. 
Table 5.9.4 
Estimate of the mean content of Ca-137 in the human diet in Denmark in 1 S7o 
Type of food 
Milk and cream 
Cheese 
Grain products 
Potatoes 
Vegetable« 
Fruit 
Meat 
Fish 
Driaddsg wat#r 
Total 
Annual 
quantity 
in kg 
16*.0 
9.1 
80.3 
73.0 
*3.» 
aui 
5*.7 
10.9 
10.9 
5.5 
5*8 
pCi Cs-137 
per kg 
14 
10 
38 
12.* 
*.6 
9.* 
59 
2 
37 
U s 
0 
Total 
p a Cs-137 
2296 
91 
3051 
•35 
201 
*80 
3227 
22 
W 
9* 
0 
1M00V* 
Percentage of 
total pCi Cs-137 
in food 
19.8 
0.8 
26.3 
7.8 
1.7 
».1 
27.8 
0.2 
3.5 
e.o 
0 
åm tha apyreidineta intake at potasatmn was 1»» g, the pCl O e . W / g K reHe 
wasappro*.'**. é » daily »*»Aii»»a.in WMwea »2 pCiCs-l»7 per eeplf«. 
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SU 
50 
40 
30 
20 
»0 
5 
Estimated 
1 iF 20 30 40 45 
Measured SU 
Fif. 5.9.1. A comparison between estimated (cf. 5.9) and measured (cf. 5.7) 
Sr-90 levels in total Danish diet 1981-70 
Estimates 
400 »C'"1« 
MO 
MO 
310 
300 
ato 
2M 
210 
220 
200 
M0 
m 
100 
to 
10 
M 
a 
ø ; » 40 M * & m » « * ^ M m * & 5 S n * * > 
•7BB? 
H«. 9.9.2. A comparison between eettaialMMct. 6.9) and 
Cs-117 I r a l i la lots! Daman diet i f f t - » 
(cf. f.») 
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6. STRONTIUM-90 AND CAESIUM-1 37 IN MAN IN 1970 
6.1 • Sr-90 in Human Bone 
The collection of human vertebrae from the institutes of forensic medi-
o 
cine in Copenhagen and Arhus was continued in 1970. As in the total-food 
survey (cf. 5.7), the country was divided into eight zones. The samples 
were divided into five age groups: new-born ((1 month), infants (1 month -
4 years), children and teen-agers (5 -1 9 years), adults («29 years) and 
adults ()29 years). 
Tables 6.1.1 - 6.1.5 show the results for the five groups. 
The levels were lower in 1970 than in 1969 for all age groups except 
infants. The highest levels in vertebrae were found in the infant and children 
groups, the lowest among new-born (cf. fig. 6.1). Adults between 20 and 29 
years showed as previously higher levels than adults of more than 29 years. 
The levels were lower than expected (cf. Appendix C). 
As in the previous years ', the mean OR: S. U. (new bora's bone)/S. U. 
(mother's diet during pregnancy) was calculated from tables 8.1.1, 5.7.1 
and 5.7.2 and Riso Report No. 220, tables 5.7.1 and 5.7.21'. Tables 6.1. 7 
shows the result compared with the OR values from previous years. 
Table«. 1,1 
Sr-flO in bone from new-born children ( (1 month old) in 1S70 
Zone 
I 
I 
I 
n 
i i 
i i 
I I 
n 
II 
II 
n 
n 
II 
m 
; in; 
i n 
HI 
i* 
Age in 
days 
11 
23 
8 
9 
26 
I 
6 
2 
27 
4 
8 
1 
• 5 
1° 
J .2 . 
6 
6 
1 
Month 
of 
death 
3 
5 
5 
6 
5 
2 
2 
3 
* 
3 
J 
S 
6 
2. -
3 
6 
t 
2 
Sex 
M 
T 
I 
M 
F 
It 
II 
I 
J 
r 
M 
T 
n 
-
.. . 
* 
i 
n 
pCi Sr-90/g Ca 
1.63 
0.91 
0.90 
0.71 
o.42 
1.04 
0.89 
1.20 
1.02 
0.48 
1.01 
0.J6 
0.96 
1.46 
U* 
0.78 
0,99 
0.46 
Sample no. 
K 3 
K62 
ME ?2 
* 9 8 
" 9 4 
K12 
K 1 9 
« 2 9 
K 4 l 
ME 45 
W6J 
K71 ' 
mm >. 
*.,» . 
- ( I I 
K 8 9 
» 9 8 
NC16 
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T«ble 6.1.2 
Sr~90 In bone from infants («4 j w s old) in 1970 
Zone 
I 
I 
I 
I 
n 
i l 
i l 
i l 
n 
n 
i l 
n 
n 
i i 
n 
II 
II 
II 
II 
n 
H I 
m 
m 
m 
IV 
IV 
IV 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
VI 
W 
a:
a'
a 
a 
a 
a 
Age In years 
and months 
6 > 
4 a 
V « 
2 ? 
8 a 
3 j 6 . 
3 « 
5 J 5 I 
7 • 
l a 
1 a 
3 , 6 a 
4 a 
1 , 5 a 
5 « 
1 J 
1 1 . 
2 J 
1 1/2 • 
3 . 
2 a 
3 7 9 a 
2 ? 6 a 
l a 
2 a 
' 7 « 
I 1/2 » 
2 a 
3 , 1 0 a 
4 s 
» 7 
1 , 1 0 . 
4 a 
9 « 
4 l 
1 7 
7 s 
2 7 
4 s 
» • 
< > • 
5 s 
Month 
of 
death 
2 
2 
3 
6 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
* 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
1 
* 
3 
6 
2 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
7 
e 
9 
9 
9 
9 
» 
11 
11 
U 
11 
S e x 
F 
F 
* 
F 
r 
H 
K 
r 
H 
F 
H 
H 
M 
H 
F 
F 
F 
X 
F 
H 
F 
F 
F 
F 
X 
F 
F 
F 
F 
-
F 
H 
M 
F 
T 
T 
M 
p C i S r - 9 0 / g C a 
1.80 
1.14 
2 .64 
2 .53 
2.01 
2.00 
1.03 
1.23 
4.1« 
0 .88 
0.81 
1.70 
1.28 
1.72 
1.94 
2 .34 
2.00 
1.76 
1.65 
2 .00 
0.97 
1.44 
1.50 
0 .94 
1.78 
1.97 
0.70 
2 .09 
2 .29 
1.78 
0 .81 
1.29 
6.15 
2.16 
1.12 
2.23 
1.92. 
1.64 
1.71 
2.50 
2.0? 
2 .60 
Sample no. 
m 24 
MX 30 
MI 73 
MX 96 
nx 10 
MX 14 
MI 21 
MI 23 
m 26 
MX 28 
MX 42 
MI 44 
m 47 
K 50 
MX 64 
* «3 
K 84 
MX 88 
MI 99 
M 101 
MX 13 
MX 49 
HI 61 
MX 93 
MX 11 
* 9? 
MX 100 
MX 56 
MX 57 
MX 75 
MX 79 
MX 106 
MX 114 
MX 115 
MX 117 
MX 148 
MX 150 
MX 151 
W 1 5 2 
* 1 5 J . 
MX 151. 
MX 134 
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Table 6.1.8 
&^MmboiM&emcliiUr«naBB t*en-afex*(«l9ya*n) la IMO 
ZOB« 
I 
I 
I 
I 
n 
n 
i i 
u 
n 
I I 
II 
II 
n 
II 
II 
m 
m 
m 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TI 
TH 
A f e i n 
JVBTS 
1» 
i i 
7 
9 
S l A 
9 
19 
13 
14 
1« 
5 
1£ 
9 
19 
7 
17 
1* 
15 
W 
15 
7 
19 
7 
13 
16 
11 
18 
10 
15 
16 
18 
Month 
of 
death 
2 
5 
6 
6 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
5 
4 
5 
6 
6 
5 
2 
5 
5 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
8 
6 
7 
9 
9 
9 
10 
2 
Sax 
11 
X 
K 
X 
F 
F 
11 
H 
H 
H 
M 
M 
X 
II 
F 
R 
F 
F 
H 
F 
M 
F 
F 
H 
M 
X 
X 
X 
F 
X 
pCi S r - 9 0 / f Ca 
2 . 4 * 
1.95 
2.11 
1.02 
1.78 
1.75 
1.36 
0.89 
1.28 
3 .85 
1.46 
1.75 
1.17 
1.02 
1.39 
2.07 
1.16 
1 .3* 
1.09 
1.37 
3 .77 
1.23 
1.53 
0 .84 
0.47 
1.11 
1.35 
l . * 7 
1 .4* 
0.78 
1.04 
Sample no. 
MC 17 
K 85 
MC 87 
MC 102 
MC 15 
MC 22 
MC 25 
K 27 
Mt 40 
MC 43 
MC 46 
MC 60 
MC 90 
MC 91 
MC 95 
MC 18 
MC 65 
MC 66 
MI 7 
MC 34 
MC 54 
MC 80 
MC 82 
MC 105 
MC 107 
MC 109 
MC 111 
MI 119 
MC 143 
MI 147 
MC 4 
T«M««.1.4 
Sr-NlimulmilraiiUis | « i « n | i i m 
Z o n 
I I 
»I 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
» i 
i i 
n 
n 
i i 
n 
Af* bi 
n m 
2» 
9 
» 
a 
23 
2* 
27 
2* 
20 
20 
2J 
27 
23 
25 
20 
2X 
21 
Moalk 
of 
dMtk 
11 
2 
2 
* 
* 
5 
S 
6 
S 
6 
3 
S 
9 
9 
11 
11 
10 
S u •Cl Sr-W/f «... 
1.0« 
1.72 
" 5 
l.«0 
1.33 
0.90 
l-*» 
0.80 
L.0? 
0 . M 
1-32 
2.0* 
1.W 
0.5« 
2.*) 
1.40 
2 J » 
SukpteBo. 
1 « 
• 1 
* 32 
• s« 
« 3» 
IC 7« 
IB 77 
• B l 
•1110 
•i n 
• 3> 
• 112 
• 113 
• I l t 
« 1 2 » 
• 130 
• MS 
73 
traaa MtaHs ( >»I jaara oM) ia 1310 
Z w 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
• i 
n 
n 
n 
n 
T i 
• I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
T I 
A f a i n y a a r a 
43 
40 
44 
4 * 
34 
«* 
45 
41 
S« 
TO 
S3 
40 
30 
31 
44 
47 
31 
30 
30 
30 
33 
55 
30 
33 
37 
30 
54 
30 
52 
41 
41 
52 
Moatk 
o f 
•aa ta 
l l («0) 
Sax 
P 
F 
F 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
F 
» C i S r - M / ( C > 
1.07 
1.03 
1.01 
0 . 0 4 
1.4« 
1 . ( 7 
1.20 
0 . 0 0 
1.41 
l . M 
1 .10 
1.47 
1.C4 
1 .40 
2 . 0 3 
1.15 
1 . ( 4 
0 . 0 7 
0 . 0 5 
0 . ( 0 
1.11 
0 . 7 « 
1 .00 
1.00 
0 . 0 2 
1.05 
• 0 . 7 7 
1 .40 
1.20 
0 . ( 0 
l . M 
0 . 0 5 
Sampl* No. 
MK 121 
HK 122 
HK 123 
MK 124 
MK 125 
MK 13« 
HK 137 
HK 1J« 
HK 130 
HK 140 
HK 141 
HK 8 
HK 35 
HK S6 
HK 37 
HK 53 
HK 55 
HK 74 
HK 71 
HK 10« 
HK 33 
HK 30 
HK 31 
HK 11« 
HK 120 
HK 127 
HK 120 
HK 132 
HK 133 
MK 135 
MK 144 
M K 1 W 
7* 
Table 6.1.6 
Sr-90 (pCi/g C«) In human vertebrae collected lo Denmark In 1970 
Age group 
Mew-born 
(< 1 month) 
Infanta 
(< 4 year«) 
Children 
( <19 years ) 
Adults 
( $ 2 9 years ) 
Adults 
( > 30 years ) 
Number of 
sample« 
18 
42 
31 
IT 
32 
Min. 
0 .42 
0 .70 
0 .47 
0 .58 
0 .80 
Max. 
1.63 
6 .15 
3 . 8 5 
2 .99 
2 .03 
Median 
0.91 
1.78 
1 .38 
1.33 
1.08 
Mean 
0 .93 
1.87 
1.52 
1.44 
1.18 
4-|pCiSr-90/gCs 
3-
I 
© ®<J> 
© 
• • • • • « • • 
3d Ud 30d 3m 6m9m1y 2y 4y 7yt0y 20y 40y 60yWOy 
Fig. 6.1. Sr-90 in human vertebrae in 19T0 (the figures in Ihe circles indicate 
die number of samples). 
Observed ratios: 
OR S. U. new boms' bone/S.U. mothers' diet during pregnancy 1963-70 
Year 
OR 
SD 
SB 
1983 
0.11 
0.04 
0.01 
1984 
0,09 
0.02 
0.01 
I M S 
0.08 
0.08 
0.01 
1968 
0.09 
0.03 
0.01 
1967 
0.13 
0.06 
0.01 
1968 
0.13 
0.05 
0.01 
1969 
0.11 
0.05 
0.01 
mo 
0.10 
0.03 
0.01 
Mean 
0.105 
0.019 
0.007 
Table 6.2 
Whole-body mcuuremtnt* of cawiam>137 and potassium in 1970 
No. 
88 a 
94 b 
99 c 
98 d 
74 a 
76 f 
82 g 
8S1 
8 4 ] 
80 k 
891 
75 m 
92 p 
87 q 
88 11 
98 T 
91 r 
971 
78 a 
8 5 * 
7 3 1 
118a 
118b 
119c 
101 d 
112« 
I I T f 
114« 
1 1 ( 1 
118] 
121 k 
1021 
99 m 
107 p 
188 4 
108 O , 
108 T 
1091 
lOOy 
104 c 
1 0 9 « 
1 1 8 * 
l i l t 
Sex 
f 
t 
m 
f 
m 
f 
f 
m 
f 
t 
m 
m 
f 
m 
f 
m 
t 
m 
1 
t 
m 
f 
t 
m 
t 
m 
t 
I 
m 
f 
f 
m 
m 
f 
3D 
t 
m 
t 
1 
m 
1 
I '" 
™ 
Counting 
d u e 
9/4 
14/4 
14/4 
10/4 
17/4 
17/4 
15/4 
14/4 
14/4 
18/4 
9/4 
17/4 
10/4 
9/4 
18/4 
13/4 
10/4 
13/4 
15/4 
14/4 
21/4 
28/7 
15/7 
15/7 
8/7 
28/7 
28/7 
20/7 
20/7 
14/7 
17/8 
8/7 
7/7 
18/7 
13/7 
8/T 
8/T 
18/T 
i t / * ! ,1 
«/T 
l » /T 
rt/V 
••i44/»--.. 
Age 
33 
49 
45 
42 
32 
31 
23 
41 
27 
38 
38 
38 
38 
40 
31 
28 
22 
31 
35 
81 
47 
33 
49 
45 
42 
82 
SI 
29 
41 
27 
38 
»8 
88 
SB 
40 
31 
SS 
48 
B 
81 
88 
Pil 
' * ! • • 
Height 
in em 
184 
178 
174 
171 
174 
180 
164 
170 
158 
• bl 
172 
193 
178 
192 
182 
174 
155 
178 
1(0 
180 
183 
184 
17« 
174 
171 
174 
ISO 
184 
170 
158 
181 
172 
193 
ITS 
192 
162 
174 
181 
185 
178 
180 
180 
1J» 
Weight 
in kg 
61 
62 
87 
65 
72 
71 
46 
66.5 
45 
55 
66 
80 
63.5 
86.5 
53.0 
74.5 
52.0 
80.0 
53.0 
58.5 
T6.0 
80.0 
64.0 
87.0 
64.0 
T5.0 
TS.0 
47 .5 
64.0 
47 
56 
84 
80 
« 
»,J 
52 
74.5 
80 ,0 
96 .0 
7 7 . 0 
' »4.5 
;
'" '»8.» 
w.# 
Dally 
milk 
consump-
tion 
1/« 
1/4 
0 
1/2 
1 / * 
1/2 
1/4 
0 
1/4 
1 / * 
S/4 
1/4 
0 
1/2 
1/4 
1/2 
1 / * 
I /« 
1/4 
1/2 
1/4 
1/4 
1/4 
0 
1/2 
1/4 . 
1/2 
1/4 
0 
1/4 
1/4 
S/4 
1/4 
1/4 
1/2 
1/4 
1/2 
,.... 
1 / * 
1/4 
1/4 
t / 2 
1/4 
M.U. 
in 
body 
32.0 
23.4 
26.4 
38.6 
46.5 
91.6 
66.0 
36.6 
40.6 
7.18 
25.2 
38.1 
20.3 
21.6 
25.5 
24.0 
35.0 
19.4 
S3. 2 
16.2 
17.6 
12.3 
15.4 
38.9 
31.7 
26.9 
9.83 
14.0 
12.4 
14.0 
18.3 
20.6 
44.4 
IS . 4 
23.8 
28.0 
13.2 
34.4 
IT . S 
128 
8.6 
IT. 8 
19.7 
Body Vurden 
innCiCs-137 
2.11 
2.87 
4.52 
3.96 
6.15 
1.09 
4.18 
3.76 
2.00 
0.81 
2.68 
5.35 
1.55 
3.73 
1.70 
2.84 
2.56 
2.66 
2.29 
1.06 
2.63 
0.77 
1.76 
4.88 
2.74 
4.18 
1.21 
0.92 
1.78 
0.79 
1.36 
2.04 
6.18 
1.01 
S.45 
1.67 
1.69 
1.83 
1,37 
1.69 
0.15 
1,ST 
S.9S 
8 K / k g 
body weight 
1.15 
1.98 
1.97 
1.58 
1.84 
1.82 
1.38 
1.55 
1.10 
2.05 
1.61 
1.75 
1.20 
2 .0 
1.26 
1.59 
1.39 
1.7S 
1.30 
1.16 
1.97 
1.05 
1.4 
1.57 
1.35 
2.07 
1.89 
1.88 
2.25 
1.19 
1.35 
1.5S 
1.7S 
1.3 
1.69 
1.28 
1.72 
1.24 
1.36 
1.66 
1.15 
1.43 
. ».») 
76 
No. 
16« b 
189 c 
le i d 
191 • 
163 g 
1151 
157 k 
113 1 
171 m 
195 p 
174« 
158 v 
117 z 
172 > 
114 a 
S«x 
f 
m 
f 
m 
t 
m 
f 
m 
m 
f 
ID 
in 
f 
m 
m 
Counting 
date 
9/12 
14/12 
9/12 
14/12 
9/12 
20/7 
1/12 
7/12 
10/12 
14/12 
9/12 
8/12 
7/12 
10/12 
7/12 
Age 
49 
45 
42 
22 
23 
41 
38 
38 
38 
39 
40 
28 
48 
31 
47 
Height 
in cm 
178 
174 
171 
174 
184 
170 
181 
172 
193 
178 
192 
174 
181 
178 
183 
Weight 
in kg 
64.0 
87.0 
64.0 
72.0 
44.5 
64.0 
55.0 
64.0 
79.5 
66.0 
89.0 
75.0 
60.0 
78.0 
75.0 
Daily 
milk 
consump-
tion 
1 / * 
0 
1/2 
I / « 
1/4 
0 
1/4 
3/4 
1/4 
1/« 
1/2 . 
1/2 
0 
1/4 
1/4 
M.U . 
In 
body 
17.8 
27.8 
35.7 
20.1 
12.9 
12.4 
20.8 
24.0 
26.5 
11.6 
20.2 
23.1 
17.0 
13.7 
13.7 
Body burden 
innClCe-137 
1.81 
4.33 
4.11 
2.53 
1.21 
1.78 
2.07 
3.34 
3.71 
1.19 
3.37 
3.18 
1.66 
2.04 
2.25 
« K / k g 
body weight 
1.59 
1.80 
1.80 
1.76 
2.11 
2.25 
1.81 
2.20 
1.76 
1.57 
1.87 
1.84 
1.63 
1.80 
2.18 
6.2. Cs-137 in the Human Body 
In July 1963, whole-body measurements were initiated at RisS in the 
low-level counting room in the Health Physics Department (cf. 2.3. in SisO 
Report No. 85 '. A control group from the Health Physics Department was 
selected and has since then been measured three times a year. 
Table 6.2 shows the results. The control group is indicated by small 
letters in the table. 
The annual mean value of the control group was 23 pCi Cs-137/g K. As 
earlier, we shall consider this figure representative of the mean of the 
Danish population in 1970. The total-body content of Cs-137 in 1 970 for a 
o 
standard man containing 140 g of potassium equals 140' 23 • 10 nCi = 3.2 
nCi CB-1 37, i. e. appro*. 60% of the 1969 level. 
The decrease from 1 969 to 1970 is surprising. At the moment we be-
lieve that the 1969 and perhaps also the 1968 levels were overestimated. 
The whole-body countings in 1970 were performed with the new 8" x 4" Nal 
crystal, which improved the counting efficiency. Furthermore, the Y-apectra 
were calculated on computer in 1970. These modifications might both ac-
count for the abrupt change in the CB-1 37 values from 1969 to 1970. 
Fig. 6.2. shows the mean M. U. values (with one 8. p.) for men and 
women measured in 1963-1970. 
The maximum was reached in August 1964. The figure also shows that 
the mean level in the male group was approx. 1.3 - 1.5 times as high as 
that in the female group (cf. also Appendix C). 
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Table 7.1 
Sr-90 in eea water collected around Zealand in June and Dec. 1970 
Location 
Kitten 
ii 
Hesse l« 
n 
Kattegat SW 
•i 
1
"
m 
Halskov rev 
Langeland baut 
II 
F e m e r n b e l t 
n 
Gedser rev 
I I 
Stevns 
h 
The Sound - South 
» 
The Sound • North A 
I I 
The Sound - North B 
n 
Mean 
SO 
SE 
Mean 
•D 
SE 
Posit ion 
N 
56°15' 
5 S ° l o ' 
56°07' 
55°38' 
55°20' 
54°52" 
54°361 
54°28> 
5 5 ° l t ' 
55°25' 
5504B' 
55°58" 
E 
I2°25' 
l l ° 4 7 ' 
11°10-
I0°47> 
11°02" 
10°50' 
11°05-
I2°IS" 
12°S4> 
12°39' 
12°44' 
12°42i 
depth 
in in 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-
0 
0 
-
0 
0 
surface 
bottom 
June 
pCi/1 
0 . 7 0 
0 . 5 3 
0 .74 
0 . 7 0 
0 . 7 0 
0 .64 
-
0 . 7 3 
0 . 9 3 
-
0 . 5 4 
0 . 3 4 
0. f,6 
0 .16 -
0 . 0 5 
-
-
-
Salinity 
o / o o 
2 0 . 0 
19 .4 
. 1 8 . 4 
17.7 
17.6 
20 .1 
-
12.8 
8 . 8 
-
18 .9 
19.7 
17 .3 
3 . 7 
1.2 
-
-
-
depth 
in m 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
38 
0 
45 
0 
35 
0 
27 
0 
25 
0 
22 
0 
0 
19 
0 
20 
surfaci 
bottom 
December 
pCi/1 
0 . 8 0 
0 .65 
0 . 5 3 
lost 
0 . 5 9 
lo s t 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 4 8 
0 .67 
0 .54 
0 .41 
0 .07 
0 . 4 8 
0 . 6 8 
0 . 7 4 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 8 3 
0 . 8 6 
0 . 7 4 
lo s t 
0 .81 
0 .42 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 4 9 
0 . 8 3 
0 . 1 3 
0 .04 
0 . 6 3 
0 .22 
0 .07 
Salinity 
o / o o 
16 .6 
3 2 . 0 
2 1 . 2 
2 1 . 6 
2 0 . 3 
28 .1 
18.5 
26.1 
2 6 . 0 
2 0 . 9 
18.1 
19 .5 
13 .7 
16 .7 
9 .5 
19.1 
S .9 
18 .3 
26 .9 
17 .7 
2 8 . 8 
17 .5 
4 . 6 
1.3 
2 4 . 2 
5 . 2 
1.7 
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Fig. 7.1. Sr-90 in sea water from inner Danish waters. 1962-70(1 S.D. indicated) 
7. STRONTIUM-90 IN SEA WATER IN 1970 
The collection of sea-water samples initiated in 1961 -62 was continued in 
1970. The samples were collected by our new ship "Fyrholm" in June and 
December around Zealand at new locations, which, however, were rather 
similar to those used previously '. 
Fig. 7.1 shows the mean content of Sr-90 in sea water collected since 
November-December 1962 in inner Danish waters (cf. also fig. 5.8.2). The 
levels have been rather constant in recent years. 
8. SPECIAL SURVEYS 
8.1 • Meteorological Mast Experiment 
As in the previous years, samples of precipitation were collected from 
the meteorological mast at RisO at eight different heights (cf. fig. 3.1.2.2). 
Table 8.1.1 shows the Sr-90 levels in the eight bottles throughout the 
year and tables 8.1.2 and 8.1.3 the. analysis of variance of the natural 
logarithm of the pCi Sr-90/1 and the »Ci Sr-90/km figures respectively. 
As previously, the variations between months were highly significant (P > 
9fl; 95%), and so were variattons of different locations. 
15 
1.0 
05 
pCiSr-90/l 
If 
• 
80 
Tabte«. 1.1 
Sr-fO in tte mttMrakgical mut 19T0 
A B . 
Mb. 
I b r . 
Apr. 
MV 
Jmm 
JdT 
«•*• 
s*. 
Oct. 
Haw. 
Dte. 
1 S T . 
Om 
»a/ i 
1.38 
U S 
o.*; 
1.1» 
5J0 
*.53 
2.65 
1.05 
U 5 
0.6* 
0 . 9 
0.61 
»1.5* 
ma/km2 
0JO9 
0.009 
0.07? 
0.068 
0.106 
0.126 
0.139 
0.099 
0.075 
0.0*5 
0X09 
0.022 
10.76* 
* 9 5 -
Tm 
»a/ i 
1.62 
1.69 
1.10 
1.30 
6.67 
M5 
2.96 
2J9 
1.28 
0.57 
0.6* 
(0.6*1 
21.7* 
mCi/km2 
0.003 
0.006 
0.0*3 
0.069 
0J*5 
0.131 
0.1*2 
0.321 
0.061 
0.0*1 
0.0*5 
(0.023) 
I 0.635 
Vom 
23 m 
pCi/1 
2.*9 
1.9* 
1.0« 
1.50 
- 6 . 5 6 
5.53 
3.22 
2.09 
l.*0 
0.8* 
0.6* 
0.80 
Sl.87 
mCi/km3 
0.02* 
0.006 
0.0*3 
0.069 
0.13* 
0.139 
0.176 
0.100 
0.075 
0.060 
0.0*5 
0.033 
10.909 
W 5 -
39 m 
pCl/1 
3.13 
3.59 
1.31 
1.59 
6.37 
6.31 
3.7« 
1.90 
1.50 
0.63 
0.65 
0.90 
i 1.97 
xnCi/kn 
0.026 
0.013 
0.045 
0.086 
0.155 
0.176 
0.175 
0.091 
0.070 
0.045 
0.046 
0.045 
E 0.951 
4 S l -
Mm 
pCi/1 
2JS 
3.79 
1.16 
1XJ 
6.79 
5 J 3 
2.73 
2.05 
U ? 
0.5* 
0.J6 
0.79 
i 1.72 
mCI/km2 
0.017 
0.0U 
0.0>2 
0.080 
0.126 
0.122 
o.m 
0 .0« 
0.0J3 
0.0JB 
0^*0 
0.02* 
« 0.762 
« • 
72 m 
pCl/1 
2.72 
3.75 
1.39 
1.53 
7.3* 
6.** 
2.9* 
2.20 
W» 
0.66 
0.65 
0.56 
51.96 
• O / m ' 
0.021 
0.011 
0X139 
0.07* 
0.169 
0.166 
0.133 
0.1m 
0.065 
C .0*6 
0.0*6 
0482 
I0.8J2 
»55-
96 m 
pCl/1 
3.39 
8.2* 
U 6 
1.9* 
6.*S 
5.2* 
3.71 
2.11 
1.46 
0.70 
0.73 
0.3* 
ilM 
mCl/lan2 
0.017 
0.028 
0.05* 
O.090 
0.115 
0.117 
0.18D 
0.073 
O.O65 
ft0*9 
0.052 
0.017 
I t & 
•mm 
11) m 
pCi/1 
2,06 
9.28 
l .M 
2.55 
6.56 
5.05 
3.32 
2.00 
I * 
1.0* 
0.73 
0.90 
>2.n 
mCi/km2 
O.005 
0.009 
0.02* 
0.065 
0.095 
0.125 
0.117 
O.O76 
0.0*9 
0.060 
0.038 
0.021 
I OM* 
3 2 * -
Mon 
pCl/1 
2.37 
*.22 
1.23 
1.65 
6.*7 
5.*0 
3.16 
2.06 
1.39 
0.70 
OM 
0.71 
i 1.7* 
md/laD 
0.016 
0.012 
O.O36 
0.075 
0.128 
0.138 
0.1*9 
0.00 
0rf6* 
0.0*8 
0.0** 
0.028 
Z 0.829 
<*lm 
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Table 8.1 • 2 
Analysis of variance of In pCi Sr-90/1 in precipitation in 1970 
(from table«. 1.1) 
Variation 
Between locations 
Between months 
Remainder 
SSD 
1.695* 
52.2653 
h.s^Sl. 
f 
7 
11 
76 
a 2 
0.21(22 
t .791* 
0.0598 
v 2 
*.05 
79. «>S 
P 
> 9 9 . 9 * 
>99 .95* 
1 = 0.25 
Table 8.1. 3 
Analysis of variance of In mCi Sr-90/km in precipitation in 1970 
(from table 8.1.1) 
Variation 
Between locations 
Between months 
Remainder 
SSD 
2.6517 
57.3120 
U.5717 
f 
7 
11 
76 
2 
B 
0.3760 
5.2102 
0.1523 
V 2 
2.lt7 
3*.21 
P 
> 9 7 . 5 * 
>99.95X 
a - O.tO 
The mean amount of precipitation in the eight bottles on the mast was 
447 mm in 1970, i. e. 90% of the level measured in rain bottles at ground 
level at Bis6 (cf. table 3.2.4.1). The total deposition was 0. B3 mCi Sr-90/ 2 km , i. e. nearly equal to the level measured, at the ground stations at Riso 
(cf. 3.2.4). 
8.2. Levels of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Grass and Milk from the Entire Country 
In September grass and milk samples were as previously collected from 
the State experimental farms (cf. fig. 4.1.1). (As no milk was obtainable 
from Virumgård, this farm was omitted from the sampling.) 
Table 8.2.1 shows the Sr-90 and Cs-137 contents in grass and milk 
from the sample collection. The mean Sr-90 level in grass was in Septem-
ber 74 S. U. (in 1969 the September level was 63 S. U.), and the mean level 
at RisO (cf. table 3.2.2) in July-September 1970 was 67 S. U. 
The mean milk levels were 5.8 S. TJ. and 10 M. U. In dried milk we 
found in September 7.2 S. U. and 13.2 M. U. 
The OR between mean S. U. in milk and grass was 0.08 in 1970 i. e. 
nearly the same as in 1S6S-69. 
te 
Table ».2.1 
Sr-SOandCa-minareee « d milk in Sept. 19T0 collected on tin Stat« experimental form* 
Tylstrup 
Studsgård 
Ødum 
Askov 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangetfrdg-ard 
Vemmetofte 
Abed 
Åkirkeby 
Moan 
S.D. 
4 
Milk 
PCI Sr-M/jCa 
4.0 
8.8 
5.0 
6.8 
iao 
3.3 
3.9 
6.2 
4.0 
5.8 
3.4 
0.40 
Milk 
pOCi-137/ jK 
W 
10 
6 
17 
9 
4 
S 
7 
7 
10 
5 
0.52 
Milk Graas 
pClCa-m/1 pClSr->0/gCa 
32 
16 
10 
28 
14 
7 
12 
11 
11 
16 
9 
0.55 
83 
121 
46 
128 
96 
46 
36 .. 
51 
62 
74 
34 
0.46 
Graae 
pCiCe-137/fK 
15 
10 
33 
26 
15 
19 
5 
35 
15 
19 
10 
0.54 
Grass 3.U. milk 
nCiCs-137/k| 5.U. ( r æ s 
111 
72 
90 
69 
67 
62 
37 
132 
69 
79 
28 
0.36 
0.05 
0.07 
0.11 
0.05 
0.10 
0.07 
0.11 
0.12 
0.06 
0.08 
0.03 
0.34 
Mitt 
M-O-ft 
4.8 
1.1 
1.2 
2.5 
0.9 
1.2 
2.1 
1.1 
1.8 
1.9 
1.2 
0.66 
8.3. Human Milk 
No human milk samples were collected in 1970. 
8.4. Country-wide Measurement of the Y-Background in 1970 
8.4.1. State Experimental Farms 
As in the previous years ', the Y-background was measured in March, 
June, September, and December at ten State experimental farms. Table 
8.4.1.1 shows the results, and table 8.4.1.2 gives the analysis of variance. 
The variations between locations and between months were highly significant 
(P ) 99.95%). As in the previous years, it was evidently not the fall-out 
that determined the variation between locations. The 1970 levels were lower 
than the 1969 levels. 
Fig. 8,4 shows the Y-background in four groups of sampling stations 
since 1962. The fact that stations with a low fall-out rate and a high clay 
content in the soil (Abed, Blangstedgard and Tystofte) show higher Y-levels 
than stations with a high fall-out rate and a low clay content (but a high sand 
content) (Studsgård, St. Jyndevad and Askov) was discussed in Riso Report 
No. I541'. 
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Table 8.4.1.1 
Y-background at the State experimental farms in 1970 (*R/h) 
Tylstrup 
Stndsg&rd 
Ødum 
Askov 
St. Jyndevad 
Blangstedg&rd 
Tystofte 
Virumgard 
Abed 
Åkirkeby 
Mean 
Approx. 20 em show c 
Mar.* 
5.0 
2.9 
5.8 
5.2 
5.2 
4.4 
6.7 
5.5 
2.9 
(6.8) 
4.6 
June 
5.1 
4.5 
6.5 
6.0 
4.2 
6.9 
6.9 
7.5 
4.8 
8.4 
6.1 
over at most location 
Sep. 
4.7 
4.1 
5.8 
4.7 
5.5 
5.8 
6.1 
6.1 
4.9 
6.1 
5.2 
. 
Dec. 
5.0 
4.4 
6.0 
5.0 
4.0 
5.7 
6.4 
6.7 
5.0 
9.0 
5-7 
Mean 
4.9 
4.0 
6.0 
4.7 
5.7 
5.7 
6.5 
6.4 
4.4 
7.6 
5.4 
Table a. 4. 1.2 
Analysis of variance of the Y-background
 a t the State experimental farms in 1970 
(from tables.4.1.1) 
Variation 
Between locations 
Between months 
Remainder 
SSD 
50.6382 
11.0794 
9.2828 
f 
9 
3 
26 
s 2 
5.6265 
3.6951 
0.3570 
v2 
15.76 
10.34 
P 
>99.95* 
>99.95X 
|> « 0.11 
s — • AJotkoby 
• — • Abed, Btangstedgård, Tystotte 
* Wumgård, Ødum, Tylstrup 
S I Jyndevad, Askov, Studsgård 
1982 ' »63 196* »66 I »•» »67 »66 1969 
Fif. S. 4. The J.keokgroond »tth* Mats experimental f * ; , « , 1MS.70 
«70 
8* 
Table C 4 . 3 . 1 
Y-backfroand (*B/h) in the B»e n m eroaa* RUS in 1370 
Si « * sone 
(ci. colonred 
map) 
I 
Mean 
n 
Mean 
m 
Maan 
IV 
Mean 
>
 
i
 
i
 
i 
i
 
i
 
i 
i
 
i
 
i 
i
 
i 
Mean 
Location 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 ' 
2 
1 
4 
S 
0 
7 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
1 
7 
0 
0 
. 10 
I I 
12 
April 
7.7 
7.4 
19.7 
C « 
C l 
10.0 
4 .9 
7.1 
CO 
6.3 
C l 
C O 
5.7 
C 3 
C l 
C l 
3.7 
5.4 
3.7 
5.4 
5.1 
5.7 
C l 
C 3 
5.7 
5.7 
5.4 
CO 
C 3 
5.3 
5.7 
C 3 
C S 
CO 
5.7 
C O 
5.4 
C O 
Jaly 
7.0 
7.5 
I C I 
11.4 
C l 
10.4 
5.7 
7.5 
CO 
1.3 
3.4 
5.7 
7.5 
CO 
1.3 
1.4 
0 .0 
C l 
co 
C l 
C O 
5 .7 
C l 
C S 
1.2 
C O 
CO 
C O 
C l 
7.2 
C l 
C S 
7.2 
C O 
C O 
C S 
C O 
C S 
«-. 
7.0 
7.5 
13.2 
I C O 
C S 
I C 2 
5.3 
7 . 1 
C O 
C l 
C S 
5.9 
C S 
C l 
C 5 
C 3 
5.9 
3.7 
5.0 
CO 
5.0 
5.7 
C S 
C l 
C O 
5.0 
3.7 
CO 
C S 
7 .0 
C S 
CO 
et 
C O 
- C O 
C S 
5.T 
C S 
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Table 6. 4 . 3.1 
V-background (:R/h) around a location in Zc- land In 1970 
Zone and sec tor 
A 2 
A 3 
A 4 
A S 
A S 
A 7 
A S 
A 9 
Moan 
B 1 
B 2 
B 3 
B 4 
B S 
B 6 
B 7 
B S 
B 9 
B 10 
Mean 
C 1 
C 2 
C 3 
C 4 
C S 
C 6 
C 7 
C S 
C ( 
C 10 
C II 
C 12 
Mean 
D l 
D Z 
D 3 
D 4 
D i 
D i 
D 7 
P* 
D » 
Hit 
D t l 
D T * 
M o u 
April 
5. S 
S. 5 
7 . 0 
S. S 
5. S 
S. 8 
S. S 
S. S 
S. 9 
S. S 
6 . 2 
5. S 
S. S 
5. S 
6 . 2 
S. 5 
7 . 0 
5. S 
6 . 2 
6 . 6 
3 . 5 
5 . 3 
S. 2 
5 . 5 
5 . 5 
5. S 
6 . 7 
6 . 4 
2 . 3 
7 . 3 
6 . 4 
S. 5 
5 . 9 
5 . 3 
6 . 2 
6 . 3 
5 . 8 
7 . 0 
6 . 2 
3 . S 
6 . 7 
5 . 3 
7. S '' 
i . » 
4 . 4 
1 . * 
July 
5 . 4 
5 . 4 
7 . 2 
6.11 
6 . 3 
6 . 0 
5 .7 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
6 . 6 
S .3 
6 . 0 
S.3 
6 . 3 
6 . 0 
6 . 9 
6 . 3 
6 . 3 
6 . 3 
5 . 4 
5 . 4 
6 . 6 
6 . 3 
6 . 0 
6. i> 
6 . 6 
6 . 3 
6 . 3 
S. 9 
6 . 3 
6 . 0 
6 .2 
6. S 
6 . 0 
6 . 7 
6 . 4 
( . 0 
7 . 6 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
5 . 7 
6 . 0 
5 . 4 
6 . 2 
Mean 
5 . 6 
S. S 
7 .1 
S. 9 
6 .1 
5 . 9 
5. S 
5 . 9 
6 . 0 
5 . 9 
6 . 4 
5 . 9 
5 . 9 
6 .1 
6 . 3 
5 . 8 
7 . 0 
6 .1 
6 . 3 
6 .2 
5 . 5 
5 . 4 
7 . 4 
5 . 9 
5 . 8 
5 . 9 
6 . 7 
6 .4 
4 . 3 
7 .1 
6 . 4 
5 . 8 
5 . 1 
6 . 0 
6 .1 
5 . 5 
3 . 9 
6 . 5 
7 . 0 
5 . 1 
6 . 4 
5 . 6 
7 . « 
i . » 
4 . * 
6 .1 
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8.4.2. The RisO Environment 
V-background measurements were performed in the five zones round 
KisB in April and July. The measurements were carried out at the loca-
tions where grass and soil an; collected (cf. figs. 3.1. 2.1 and 3.1.2.2 
(the coloured map)). 
Table 8.4. 2.1 shows the results. 
In all locations in zone I and in location 2 in zone II the Y-background 
was increased because of the various radiation sources at the research 
establishment. The weighted annual mean for zones III-V was 6.2 |iR/h, 
i. e. a little lower than found in 1969. In zone I the surplus activity from 
the research establishment was 1 0 . 2 - 6 . 2 = 4 jiR/li (in 1967: 4. 0, in 1 968: 
3. 9, and in 1 969: 3.3). A man working in the open in the RisS area 40 hours 
a week for 45 weeks a year would thus get a surplus dose of 7 mR/year, i. e. 
less than 1% of his dose from the natural background, from the research 
establishment. 
8.4.3. A Location in Zealand 
As it is important to have knowledge of the preoperational radiation-
levels of a nuclear power plant, it was in 1967 decided to initiate such 
measurements at a location in Zealandtand one in Jutland) which might be 
used for nuclear power plants in the future. 
The area around the location was divided into four zones: A, B, C, and 
D, with radii of 5, 10, 15, and 20 km respectively. The zones were each 
divided into 12 30 sectors, sector 1 being from straight north and 30° 
clockwise, sector 2 from 30 to 60° and so on. A measuring location was 
thus determined by a zone letter and a sector number. Locations in the 
sea were omitted. 
Table 8.4.3 shows the results. The annual mean for all locations was 
6.1 uR/h, i. e. equal to the level found in zone III-V around RisS, but lower 
than in previous years. 
8.4.4. A Location in Jutland 
Table 8.4.4 shows a similar investigation as in 8.4.3 for a location in 
Jutland. The annual mean for all locations was 8.1 n R/h, i. e. equal to the 
levels of Zealand (of. 8.4.2 and 8.4.3), but lower than in 19S7-S9. 
8.4.5. The Coasts of the Great Belt 
The Great Belt is a main shipping root« for international traffic through 
the inner Danish waters. Occasionally this waterway will be passed by 
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T«hUB.4.*.] 
V-backgro«d(|åR/fa)arciuMl«loc»tfoalB Jutland in iS70 
ZoBcaad netor 
A l 
AS 
A 3 
A 4 
AS 
AB 
AT 
A S 
A 9 
A 10 
A l l 
A 12 
Hum 
B l 
B 2 
B S 
B 4 
B S 
B S 
B l 
B S 
B S 
B 10 
B i l 
B » 
H m 
C l 
C ! 
CS 
C l 
CS 
CS 
CT 
C l 
C S 
C 10 
C H 
CIS 
I I * . 
D l 
P> 
DS 
D 4 
DS 
D S 
D l 
D S 
D S 
•au 
D l l 
, : , :
» l l ' < ; " 
M ~ . 
April 
6. S 
7.1 
C S 
4 .9 
6.8 
4. S 
5.7 
5.4 
6.0 
5.7 
6.8 
6.3 
6.1 
5.7 
6.0 
5.7 
8.6 
5.7 
6.6 
6.8 
6.3 
6.0 
5.7 
5.7 
6.6 
6.3 
6.6 
6.3 
4.9 
6.8 
6.6 
5.4 
6.6 
5.7 
S. S 
S. 7 
5.4 
S. S 
6.0 
6.0 
6.1 
6.0 
S. S 
5.7 
o.» 
6.0 
' • > 
S. 7 
».» 
.. »-' 
' ' • " ' ! . * ' ' 
fttr 
6.0 
6.0 
6.3 
4 .8 
8.3 
5.1 
6.0 
5.7 
5.7 
6.0 
6.3 
6.6 
5.9 
6.0 
6.3 
5.4 
6.3 
6.3 
B.3 
B.B 
5.7 
6.0 
6.0 
8.3 
S. 6 
6.2 
6.8 
6.3 
4.8 
7.2 
S. S 
5.7 
S. 6 
6.0 
6. S 
6.7 
5.4 
6.8 
6.2 
6.0 
S. S 
6. S 
6.6 
S.« 
6. S 
6 .0 
6.8 
5.4 
.*,*'-S. 7 
%i' "• 
I f t u 
6. S 
6. S 
6.6 
4.9 
S. 6 
4.9 
5.9 
5.6 
5.9 
5.9 
6.6 
6.5 
6.0 
5.9 
6.2 
5.6 
8.5 
6.0 
6.5 
B.7 
6.5 
B.0 
5. S 
6.0 
6.6 
6.3 
S. 2 
6.3 
4.8 
7.0 
6.6 
9.6 
6.6 
5.8 
6.9 
6.7 
9.4 
6.3 
8.1 
6.0 
• I 
6.2 
6.6 
S.S 
S.S 
S.0 
s. s 
5.8 
1.4 
•-' 
" • * * • 
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T«bl«B, 4.5.1 
The v-background UR/h) along the coasts of the Great Bait in 1970 
Location 
Agere« 
Oms 
SMBM 
Reers« 
Balskov 
Sprogs 
Knudshoved 
msinge 
Fyns Hoved 
Tarup Strand 
Bov, Langeland 
Mean 
April 
5.1 
4.9 
4.9 
5.4 
5.7 
5.7 
5.1 
5.7 
7.1 
6.0 
4.6 
5.5 
July 
4.6 
5.1 
5.4 
6.0 
6.0 
5.7 
6.0 
6.0 
6.3 
6.0 
6.0 
5.6 
Mean 
5.0 
5.0 
5.2 
5.7 
5.9 
5.7 
5.6 
5.9 
6.7 
6.0 
5.3 
5.6 
nuclear ships. An environmental v.survey of the coastline along the Great 
Belt has therefore been initiated. Table 8.4.5,1 Bhows the results and 
table 8.4,5.2 the analysis of variance. The levels were a little lower than 
those found in other parts of the country. The annual mean was 5.6 uR/h. 
It is remarkable that the lowest Y-background levels are found near the 
sea. 
9. CONCLUSION 
9.1. BlsB Environmental Monitoring 
No radioactive contamination of the environment originating from the 
operation of the research establishment was ascertained outside RisB in 
1970. As in the previous years, the variations in contamination levels were 
quite independent of the distance of the sampling locations from Rise. 
9.2. Nuclear-Weapon Debris In Airf Precipitation. Soil. Groundwater 
and Surface Water 
The mean contest of Sr-90 in air collected in 1970 was 0.0021 pCi 
Sr-90/m3, i. e. 50% higher than the 1969 level. The average fall-out for 
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the State experimental farms in 1970 was 1.6 mCi Sr-90/km or 60% higher 
than the 1 969 figure, and the mean concentration of Sr-90 in rain water was 
2.4 pCi Sr-90/1, i. e. 10% higher than the 1969 level. 
The accumulated fall-out down to a depth of 30 cm by the end of 1970 
was approz. SS mCi Sr-90/km . From 0-20 cm the level was 46 mCi Sr-90/ 
km2. 
The fall-out levels in Jutland, in conformity with the greater amounts 
of precipitation in that part of the country, were 15-25% higher than the 
levels found in eastern Denmark. 
The median level of Sr-90 in Danish ground water was 0.021 pCi Sr-90/1. 
The median level of Sr-90 in fresh water from Danish streams was 
0.45 pCi/1. 
9.3. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in the Human Diet 
The mean level of Sr-90 in Danish milk was 7.3 S. U., and the mean 
content of Cs-137 was approx. 14 pCi Cs-137/L 
The 1970 Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels were nearly equal to the levels found 
in milk produced in 1969. 
The Sr-90 mean content in grain from the 1970 harvest was 41 pCi Sr-
90/kg. The Cs-137 mean content in grain was 64 pCiCs-137/kg. The Sr-90 
level in grain from the 1970 harvest was nearly equal to the level found in 
the 1969 harvest, and Cs-137 was 50% higher than the 1969 level. 
The mean contents of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Danish vegetables collected 
in 1970 were 10 pCi Sr-90/kg (27 S. U.) and 4.6 pCi Cs-137/kg respectively, 
and in fruits 2.9 pCi Sr-90/kg and 12 pCi Cs-137/kg; potatoes contained 
3.3 pCi Sr-90/kg and 12 pCi Cs-137/kg. 
The mean levels of Sr-90 and Cs-137 in total-diet samples collected in 
1970 were 8.1 S. 17. or 14.1 pCi Sr-90/day and 30 pCi Cs-137/day respect-
ively. From analyses of the individual diet components the Sr-90 level in 
the Danish average diet was estimated to be 7.3 S. U. and the Cs-137 intake 
to be 32 pCi Cs-137/day. The Sr-90 levels in the Danish total diet consumed 
in 1970 were a little lower than the 1969 levels, while the Cs-137 levels 
were a little higher. 
Grain products contributed 31% and milk products 44% to the total Sr-90 
intake, and 27% of the Cs-137 in the diet came from meat, 26% from grain 
products and 20% from milk products. 
The Sr-90 as well as the Cs-137 diet levels were on the average signif-
icantly higher in Jutland than in eastern Denmark. 
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9.4. Sr-90 and Cs-137 in Humans 
The Sr-90 mean content in human bone (vertebrae) collected in 1970 was 
0.9 S.U. in new-born children, 1.9 S. U. in infants, I .5S.U. in children 
and teen-agers, 1.4S.U. in adults (20-29 years old) and 1.2 S. U. in adults 
of more than 29 years. The 1970 bone levels were generally lower than the 
1969 levels. 
The mean content of Cs-137 in the human body in 1970 was estimated 
from whole-body countings to be 3.2 nCi (23 pCi Cs-137/g K), i. e. approz. 
60% of the 1969 level. 
9.5. Sr-90 in Sea Water 
The mean content of Sr-90 in the inner Danish waters was approx. 0.6 
pCi Sr-90/1 in 1970, i. e. nearly the same as the levels in previous years. 
9.6. The Y-Backgrouno 
The v -background measured at the State experimental farms in 1970 
was 5.4 |iK/h. 
9.7. Summary 
The annual Chinese thermo-miclear test explosions since 1967 have 
stopped the rapid decrease of the environmental Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels 
observed in the first years after the test moratorium. 
'The concentrations of long-lived fall-out nucleides in ground-level air 
and precipitation collected in 1970 were considerably higher than the levels 
found in 1968 and 1969. 
In milk produced in 1970 the Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels were nearly equal 
to the 1969 levels. In grain from 1970 the levels were equal to (Sr-90) or 
higher (Cs-137) than the 1969 concentrations. 
The Sr-90 and Cs-137 levels in the total diet consumed in 1970 were a 
little lower (Sr-90) or nearly equal (Cs-137) to the 1968 and 1969 concentra-
tions. 
The Sr-90 concentrations in human bone were a little lower in 1970 than 
in 1969. 
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Calculated Fal l -out in the Right Zones in 1970 
Zone 
1: 
II: 
m : 
IV: 
V: 
Vi: 
VII: 
VTJI: 
N. Jutland 
£ . Jutland 
W. Jutland 
S. Jutland 
Punen 
Zealand 
Lolland-Falster 
Bornholm 
Area-weighted mean 
mm 
precipitation 
in 1970 
• 789 
> 666 
• 646 
750 
mCi S r - 9 0 / k m 2 
in 1970 
2 .14 
1 .27 
2 .00 
1.68 
Accumulated 
mCi St - » / k m 2 
by the end of 
1970 (0-30 cm) 
58 
53 
47 
56 
The amounts of precipitation were obtained from ret . 9, and from 4.1 and 
4.2. 
APPENDIX B 
SttUetioal Information 
Zone 
I: N. Jutland 
II: E. Jutland 
111: W. Jutland 
IV: S. Jutland 
V: Funen 
VI: Zealand 
VU: Lolland- Falster 
VIU: Bomhotan 
Total 
Area in 
km3 
11 
7,944 
7,33« 
10,7(4 
3,964 
3.482 
7. S42 
1.788 
588 
43, 020 
Population 
In thousand! 
IS 1065 
513 
784 
578 
230 
425 
2,085" 
129 
48 
4,780 
Annual milk 
production 
in mega-kg 
14) 1867 
1,117 
1,380 
976 
519 
494 
(04 
96 
82 
5,244 
Annual whaat 
production 
In maga-kg 
13) 1968 
94 
309 
400 
Annual rye 
production 
In moga-kg 
131 1966 
80 
56 
136 
Annual potato 
production 
In maga-kg 
13) '»•« 
833 
119 
972 
Vtgatabla** 
araa in 
km2 
15) 1961 
24 
25 
39 
811 
Fruit arai 
In km2 
15) '961 
IB 
38 
45 
101 
J, 378,000 people were living in Greater Copenhagen and $77,000 in the remaining part of Zealand. 
Only horticulture! holdings were included. 
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APPENDIX C 
The observed Sr-90 and Cs-137 values were on the average 80% of the 
predicted. 
We believe, as in 1969 ', that this difference is due to an overestimate 
1 71 of the soil factors in the prediction models '. 
Appendix C 
A compariaon between observed and predicted level« 
in Uie human food chain in Denmark in 1970 
Nuclide and sample 
S. 0 . in milk 
M.U. in milk 
S. U. in rye 
S. V. in barley 
S.U. in wheat 
S.U. i n o a t a 
pCi Ca-197/kg rye 
pCi Ca-137/kg barley 
pCi Cs-137 /kg wheat 
pCi Cs-137/kg oats 
pCi S r - 9 0 / k f potatoes 
pCi Cs-137/kg potatoes 
pCi Sr -90 /kg cabbage 
pCi *3r-90/kg carrota 
nCi Ca-137/kg beef 
P Q Ca-137/kg pork 
S. D. in diet 
pCi Cs-137/day in diet 
S. U. in newborn bone 
S. U. in adult vertebrae 
M.U. i n adult body 
Ob-
aerved 
7.3 
a.« 
87 
77 
93 
55 
85 
56 
57 
55 
3.3 
12 
12 
20 
52 
63 
7.8 
29 
0.9 
1.3 
23 
P r e -
dicted 
8.5 
10.5 
150 
126 
151 
73 
IU 
88 
78 
73 
3.2 
9 
13 
U 
92 
88 
9.0 
33 
1.3 
1.7 
« 
Equation used for the prediction 
S. U. -C. 92 d(i) + 0.61 d(i-1) + 0 .13 A by(i-l ) 
M. U. - 3 . 65 d(i) + 1.59 d ( i - l ) + 0. 057 A by( i - l ) 
S.V. • 192 d(]-a) + 0. 91 A by( i - l ) 
S. U. - 1 3 4 d(]-a) + 1.05 A by(i-l ) 
S. U. • 157 d(j-a) + 1.30 A by( i - l ) 
S. O. * 67 d(J-e) + 0 .72 A byli-1) 
pCi Ca-137/kg - 126 d(m-a) 
pCi Cs -137 /kg • 97 d(m-a) 
pCi Ca-137/kg • 86 d(m-a) 
pCi Ca- i 37/kg • 80 .5 d(m-a) 
pCi S r - M / k g - 0.17 dfl) + 0 .059 A by( i - l ) 
pCi Cs -137 /kg • 5 .45 d(l) 
pCi Sr-90 /kg • 0 .44 d(i) + 0 .24 A by( i - l ) 
pCi Sr -90 /kg - 0 .58 d(i) + 0 .27 A by( i - l ) 
PCi Cs-137 /kg-34 . 9 d(i)+ 2 . 8 d(i-1 yt 0 .64 Aby( i -1) 
»Ci C s - 1 8 7 / k g - 3 4 . 8 d(i>f 22 .4 d(l-1 )* 0.1S A by(i-l ] 
S. U. • 0 . 82 d(i) + 1.41 d ( i - l ) + 0 .124 Aby(l-1) 
pCi Cs-137/day • 7 .8 d(i)+ 1 1 . 6 d(l-1 K J. 8 d(i- 2) 
S. U. - 0 . I B S d i i ^ i i + 0 . 0 3 1 d(i-2)+0.021 Aby( i -1) 
S . U . - 0 . 0 2 4 5 d l i ^ l i t 0 . 0 5 9 d ( i - 2 > t O . 032 Aby( i - I ) 
M. U. • « . 6 d £ £ L ! + S. 8d ( i -2 )+ 0 .4« Abyti-1) 
Tfce prediction models vera calculated from data collected 1S62-6817'. 
d 1« ttw toll-oat r i ^ la mCi Sr-W/km2, A is the acconinlated »U-ottt in mCiSr-W/tan1 
U) to the currentywr, ( M ) the year bolor« etc 0-a, to Jtily-Augoetand to-e) to 
May-ABfwt. 
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